DEDICATION
The West End House family over the years has consisted of thousands of people whose
loyalty, camaraderie, and generosity are but some of the traits that have made our organization so
great these many decades. Two men who have passed away in recent times, Harold L. Goober and
Bobby Sherman, have both in particular left indelible marks on our organization.
Harold, who was 87 years old at the time of his death in July 2010, had been an active
member of the old Club in the West End (his particular group was known as the Arrow Club) and
had also attended camp in the 1930s. After service in World War II, he remained active with the
organization as an officer (he served as Secretary for many years and eventually President) of the
WEH Alumni Association, as a member of many committees, as an attendee of Old Timers’ Week
at Camp (he never missed a year since coming back from WWII), and as the proud parent (Joel
and Bob) and grandparent (Greg and Jimmy) of WEH campers. His concern and support for the
welfare of the children was genuine and sincere, and he was never reluctant to put forth a thought
or idea that would benefit West End House. In his honor, his family and friends donated funds for
the creation of three benches placed near the waterfront. Dedication ceremonies were held during
Old Timers Week of 2011.
Bob Sherman, whose nickname was “Tank,” came from an old West End family – his
father, Mort, served as Alumni President, his uncles (Bill, Robert, and Jerry) were all members,
and cousins Keith, Roger, and Brian attended the Camp. Bobby himself attended camp starting in
the mid 1960s (as a camper) through the mid 1970s (as a Senior Counselor). He was everyone’s
friend, a larger than life figure with a generous and genial nature. He never complained about
illness or problems, and to paraphrase the House Song, he always came through. Many boys,
including his own son, Michael, attended Camp through Bobby’s efforts and recommendations, and
he himself served on the WEH Camp Committee for many years. Whether it was shirts for camp
staff, pens, wallets, or other inscribed prizes or “favors” for special occasions, Bobby could always
be counted on to help the cause. Although he died this past spring at the relatively young age of 57,
he left a legacy and reputation of an enormous nature. During Old Timers’ Week of 2011, friends,
family, and other donors dedicated a plaque on the backstop of the Big Diamond to Bobby “Tank”
Sherman, who in our hearts and minds will always be “one of the boys.”
The 2011 SPIRIT is respectfully and with deepest admiration dedicated to
HAROLD L. GOOBER
and
BOBBY “TANK” SHERMAN

ABOUT THE COVER
For the first time ever, there are pictures on four pages of this year’s Spirit! In addition to the
front and back covers, the alternate sides of these pages capture even more of what was special in
2011.
The front cover displays two pictures from West End House Camp’s exciting and spirited 2011
Color War. On top are the six High Senior Captains of the White Immortals and the Blue Timber
(left to right: Zach Chason, Adam Josephson, Ian Finn, Joey Cohen, Evan Swartz, and Matt
Connelly). The bottom picture shows “The Catch” made by Nate Wright of a Hail Mary pass
from Zach Chason with no time left in the High Senior football game, perhaps the best football
match in our 103 year history.
The inside of the front cover shows the Heart (Red) Team painting over Desert War Rock after a
victorious effort over the valiant Soul (Purple) Team during the West End House Camp Desert
War. This is followed below by a celebratory Gatorade shower of Heart coaches Barrett Wilson,
Kabir Moss, and Alex Hebert.
The inside of the back cover depicts two scenes from the opening ceremonies of West End’s
World Cup. On top Roque Reyes is proudly representing Brazil. His team ended up on top as the
2011 World Cup Champion, and this flag is now hanging in the dining hall for the entire year.
On the bottom, Josh Singer was the powerful leader of Greece, whose strong team had a thrilling
ride to the finals.
The back cover displays the special camaraderie now and forever that makes West End House
Camp unique. The top picture was taken at the conclusion of Color War’s Song Night as the
whole camp came back together as one to sing The House Song. The bottom photo was taken
during Old Timers’ Week at the very touching ceremony for Bobby “Tank” Sherman, where
Tank’s family was joined and supported by dozens of WEHC alumni from different eras. See the
Spirit dedication.
Special credit and thanks go out to photographers Ben Eggert and his dad, Mike Eggert, who can
and should take great pride in these cover photos. Ben Eggert and Jeff Bernstein were
responsible for most of the outstanding pictures that were taken this summer. Thanks to Bryna
Leeder and Ramie Lepler who also lent their time and talents to our photographic efforts.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
There are many people whose assistance during this past year has been invaluable to us.
We would like to acknowledge the following individuals and institutions that contributed to the
success of the season:
·Michael Berger, President of WEH Camp, for his tireless efforts on our behalf.
·Past Presidents Henry Barr and Marty Jacobs for their continued assistance.
·Members of the Camp Corporation, who oversee the operation and whose committees
meet regularly to ensure that WEH Camp is the very best it can possibly be. These great people
are listed elsewhere in the Spirit, and each has been tremendous in his or her support of the
Camp. Special thanks to Adam Barr for his work on the website, and to Bill Swiecicki and Bob
Goober for their superb work regarding the maintenance and property management aspect of our
facility.
·Aaron Leppo (Full Line Graphics) – thank you for your patience and generosity in
arranging for the printing of the 2011 Spirit! What a classy publication!
·Bert and Esther Wynn for their presence and help at the Breakfast this year (and every
year since the start of that event).
· Tony Goroshko for driving his truck up midway during the summer and on the last day
in order to transport campers’ luggage. You are a gem, Tony!
·Sheila O’Connell and St. Elizabeth’s Medical Center in Brighton for their donation of
medical supplies.
-The fine folks at Franciscan Children’s Hospital in Brighton – we thank you for the use
of your parking lot for bus departures and arrivals. It is an ideal meeting space!
·Sincere gratitude to the staff at the West End House Boys & Girls Club, especially
Executive Director Andrea Howard, Karen Cyr, and Kristin Rhuda, for their cooperation and
assistance throughout the year.
·Ken Kandler for his donation each summer of dispensers filled with waterless hand
sanitizers which has been a major contributing factor to the excellent health of the camp.
-Brien Wong and Jimmy Lepler for meeting the returning buses at Franciscan Hospital
and making sure that campers and luggage were picked up!
-Bob Kessin for his generous donation of staff shirts.

MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

At the end of each summer when I am asked how the camp season went, I
invariably answer that “it was the best one yet.” I am happy to state that 2011 was, indeed,
the very best one yet! A record number of campers, a safe and healthy season, an excellent
staff, new activities, and an enthusiasm all across the board made for a tremendous eight
weeks.
Although WEH Camp runs eight weeks for boys, the task of directing it
encompasses a full 52 weeks each year. I think Steve Lepler puts about 80 weeks worth of
effort into this - his dedication, energy, creativity, concern, and organizational skills are
unmatched, and the success of the season is due to his leadership and tireless efforts. His
fervent determination to ensure that West End House Camp remains the very best among
all camps is evident. Thank you, Steve, for all you have done and will continue to do!
Ryan Wilensky has been an indispensable addition since he came on board in
October of 2007 as Director of Operations. His dedication is in the true West End House
spirit, and he continues to play an extremely important and positive role in the lives of the
youngsters we serve. Thank you, Ryan, for coordinating the efforts to publish the Spirit
each year – not an easy (and sometimes a frustrating) task! A special hello to Ryan’s wife,
Rachel, and to their baby daughter, Whitney, who was amazingly undaunted by all the
noise in the dining hall during the meals.
I want to express my sincere appreciation to Ramie Lepler, who once again this
summer volunteered in many instances and was always ready and willing to lend a helping
hand. Thank you, Ramie, for all that you have done for us.
Special gratitude to Registered Nurse Lisa Budrawich for tending to the medical
needs of the campers (happily it was a “quiet” summer at the infirmary!), to our talented
cooks (Jack Mansfield, Dee Michaud, and Tom Mercier), and to the two folks who keep the
place running and humming (property managers John Fredette and Steve Chamberlain).
I am especially pleased to offer thanks to my wife, Bryna. Her volunteer efforts
keeping track of the campers’ spending money, picking up the mail, making trips to the
clinic or hospital, stocking the canteen, helping in the infirmary, picking up supplies, etc.,
are truly invaluable. She is a remarkable person!
Most of all, I want to offer my gratitude to the staff and to the campers. Ultimately,
the success of the season comes down to quality of campers and quality of staff – and once
again both “categories” were of the highest level! Special thanks and welcome back to
Danny Walsh, for his efforts both on and off the waterfront!
Don’t forget to check out our fantastic website (www.westendhousecamp.org ) and
to let your friends know about us! We continue to attract many new campers through word
of mouth, and we welcome your referrals. In the meantime, stay well and take care. Call
(617-783-2267), email (wehbgclub@aol.com), or write (105 Allston St., Allston, MA 021345029) if we at WEH Camp can help in any way.
Bill Margolin
Executive Director

MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR
It is mid-September and I have had a few weeks to reflect upon and gain perspective on the West
End House Camp 2011 season. After further review, the initial call has been confirmed, this was our best
season ever!
Here are 11 of my most favorite memories from 2011:
1. Tom Charot’s amazing fire juggling shows on the 4th of July and at the mid-summer celebration.
2. Great renditions of “The House Song” throughout the summer, particularly the spontaneous one
at the end of the first 4 weeks, complete with the arm in arm back and forth action.
3. All the made half court shots during dodge ball on the Day Ones of each session, and most
notably, Devin Shaw’s clutch shot that helped seal the World Cup victory for Brazil.
4. Zach Chason to Nate Wright with one second left in the Color War High Senior football game!
5. Brion Rock’s “West End Traveling Players” which displayed the acting talents of many campers.
6. Waterfront Director Danny Walsh taking eager campers out for extra waterskiing on one of our 3
motorboats at 7AM many mornings.
7. Exciting ladders matches in wiffle ball, 1 on 1 basketball, tennis, chess, one bounce newcomb,
and tetherball, particularly the epic wiffle ball match between numbers 1 and 2: Adam Josephson,
Mitch Lesser, and Zach Chason vs. Evan Swartz, Matt Connelly and Joey Cohen.
8. The inaugural season of G1, a special bunk option for our most veteran campers.
9. Domination, a new evening activity created and led by Doug Spink, Thibaut Rochette, and others,
was a huge success and will be something else for campers to look forward to for years!
10. Barrett Wilson’s creative and different introduction of Waterfront each day!
11. All our staff at all levels and many campers taking bows in response to enthusiastic cheers during
the closing night’s Time Capsule and Awards Ceremony.
I could go on and on with highlights. All 289 of you campers, the most ever, who had the
pleasure of being with us have your own special memories. Comments received back from happy campers
and thoughtful parents have been so positive. I truly get the sense that you all realize that West End House
Camp was, is, and will be the best place to spend the summer, have fun, learn, and grow.
The themes for the staff during training and set up week were leadership, professionalism, safety,
and positive interactions. Counselors implemented these themes continuously all season long. Our
excellent staff was extremely capably led by Ryan Wilensky, Director of Operations (and primary Editor
of this terrific yearbook)! I can’t thank Ryan enough for all he did to make the season go smoothly.
Danny Walsh, our Waterfront Director, returned for his 19th year in a new role, accomplished all of our
goals, and was a pleasure to work with. Mike Jacobs rejoined us and added his sage leadership, active
teaching, and many skills to the waterfront. Of course, Bill Margolin, Executive Director, continues to be
the glue that keeps West End together, knowing everything and everyone! He has seen it all, and he, too,
has proclaimed this summer as the best ever, which makes it official!
A few closing thoughts: West End makes great kids awesome! Our awesome counselors
become great leaders! We want you to be part of the uniquely special West End House Camp
family. This will benefit you now and for the rest of your life. Book your slot for the 2012 season at
WEHC if you have not yet done so. We were full in 2011; we will be full in 2012 at an even earlier date.
It is an awesome honor, privilege, and responsibility to be a leader of West End House Camp. I pledge to
work tirelessly year round to make West End House Camp the best camp around. Thank you for your
collaboration, involvement, and support.
Best regards to you and your family,
Steve Lepler

MESSAGE FROM THE OPERATIONS DIRECTOR
Every year goes by and I wonder how much better can West End get? Then we go through another
incredible summer and I realize camp gets better every year. When I was a kid, I thought it was not possible for
camp to be any more fulfilling.
The biggest reason for West End’s amazing run on great campers and counselors in recent years is the work
of Steve and Bill. Steve has a magical touch of finding incredible kids, from diverse backgrounds and talents. His
tireless work has taken West End to a level I never imagined. As most camps struggle through these difficult
economic times, West End continues to thrive. Bill continues to do amazing work and offer infinite wisdom to us
all. I truly feel blessed to be able to work with someone who is one of the most influential people in my life.
There are always so many people to thank. Fellow 1992 Gottlieber, Danny Walsh, did a terrific job taking
over the Waterfront this year. Danny would wake up at 6:00AM every day and take any camper waterskiing who
did not feel he had enough time during the regular schedule. Danny is the type of person who will do anything
asked without hesitation and was a great addition to the team. Also, thanks to John Fredette and Steve Chamberlain
for taking care of the camp before, during and after the summer. Is it still Chamberlain’s 50 th Birthday?
I’d personally like to thank Rachel for taking care of our new family member, Whitney, while completing
her Master’s degree this summer. Although Rachel was not involved much in the camp operation, taking care of
Whitney without much of a break at all gave me the chance to continue to do my job. Thanks to Whitney, for being
such an easy and happy baby and helping with some night activities (like Murder Mystery and Counselor Hunt). As
always, thanks to Bryna and Ramie who do plenty of work behind the scenes.
For me, the most gratifying moment of the summer was watching World Cup. A lot of work was put in last
summer to start this new Super Activity. This year, David Voshchin and I prioritized making World Cup perfect in
year 2 because if it went great, then it may last forever. David was a tremendous asset to the camp and hopefully he
will return again for 2012. He was definitely the leader of the staff and did an amazing job in that role. Everything
we planned for World Cup worked out perfectly and watching Devin Shaw nail a half court shot on behalf of Brazil
to clinch the World Cup, was my favorite and most gratifying moment of the summer. We always envisioned this
activity being a competition where the younger campers were as valuable as the 15 year olds, and that moment was
exactly what we were looking for.
Again, the summer is only as good as its staff and particularly the Senior Counselors. I’d like to thank Neil
Sharma and Andrew DeMarco for running the best leagues we have ever had. Senior Leagues was the most
competitive I have ever seen this year, with each game having a Color War like atmosphere. Also, Andrew did a
great job head coaching the White Immortals to a narrow victory. Neil ran both the Senior and Intermediate
Leagues and his organization and passion were what set the tone all summer. I’d like to thank Kabir Moss, for
doing anything we needed and leading the 15-under Basketball team admirably. He even got to coach and win
Desert War on behalf of team Heart. Jeff Bernstein again was huge coaching Baseball, World Cup, Color War and
doing the lion’s share of the photography along with Ben Eggert. Also, Dylan Doyle again ran a terrific Archery
program and was extremely valuable this summer in a variety of roles, especially at the Waterfront. A great job was
done once again by Matt Shivers, who led Arts and Crafts and an amazing Gottlieb and G1. Matt did such a terrific
job that he has groomed the most promising group of 1CITs that I can remember. Thanks also to Ethan Ansel-Kelly
for being flexible with the G1 experiment and helping it become such a great success. Josh Singer again brought his
infectious energy and great coaching in Baseball and during Color War. Brion Rock, “Mr. Excitement,” ran the new
“West End Travelling Players” theatre program and brought his wonderful sense of humor to improve every activity
he was a part of. Doug Spink and Thibaut Rochette did amazing jobs this summer and did a terrific job running
Desert War, coming up with the names “Heart” and “Soul” for the red and purple teams. Thanks to Tom Charot who
brought his many talents to camp, including leading the “Juggling program.” One of the other highlights of the
summer was Tom’s fire juggling shows on July 4 th and after the 4 week banquet. Josh Budimlija was another great
new addition to the staff. He helped lead the Tennis program that played the first intercamp match in many years.
Thanks to Ian Solomon, whose passion for everything he does is a huge asset. Ian wants to do everything and
coached World Cup, Desert War, Color War and 13-under Flag Football. Todd Zucker again brought his easy going
nature and fun personality every day and ran the night activity that takes the most effort, Murder Mystery. I’d like
to give thanks to Mike Jacobs who ran an amazing sailing program and was a major asset at the waterfront. Roque
Reyes also did a great job with the Sailing program and did a fine job winning both World Cup and Color War with
terrific coaching. Thanks to all the wonderful staff and hope to see most of you return in 2012.
Thanks,
--Ryan Wilensky
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MICHAEL W. CATALDO, SR. AWARD
Mike Cataldo had been affiliated with the West End House since childhood. He served as
President of the WEH Alumni Association, the WEH Boys & Girls Club, and the WEH Camp,
and was Co-Chairman of the Camp Committee for many, many years. He was a most dedicated
and tireless worker for the organization, and we all felt a profound loss when he passed away in
1999. In memory of this outstanding individual, an award is presented annually to a person
whose volunteer efforts, commitment, and service to the West End House Camp are in keeping
with the tradition and character so exemplified by Michael W. Cataldo, Sr.
Recipients have been:
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

Billy Swiecicki
Henry L. Barr
Bert Wynn
Marty Jacobs
Elmer “Bud” Runyon
Hy Escott
Steve Curley
Bryna Leeder
Jim Stoller
Laurie Kaplan
Sid Boorstein
Brett Barenholtz
Michael Berger

WEHC ELITE EIGHT 2011
We are pleased to recognize the following campers who made the wise decision to spend the full
8 weeks at WEHC this past summer. By virtue of their commitment, skills, and continuity, they
were the primary leaders in their age groups and in the camp in general. They did an outstanding
job of guiding camp to one of its best years ever. They received special privileges, recognition,
and responsibilities throughout the season. We hope you become a member of the Elite 8 during
the summer of 2012.

Joey Cohen
Ben Robinson
Coby Mayhew
Kris Williams
Zach Chason
Mike Katzen
Sam Eggert
Ian Finn
Adam Josephson
Mitchell Lesser
Jacob Stetson
Jared Rose
Farid Mawanda
Kevin Wu
Jack Lesser
Raymond Wu
Gabe Sands
Brady Buckman
Oudom Seang
Estophenberg Acosta-Lara
Jalan Price
Jordan Leppo
Walter Thom
Walden Ng
Austin Dodes
Houston Barenholtz
Nick Akerstein
Panharith Kong
Vajra Spring

2011 MID-SEASON AWARDS
At the end of the first 2 weeks and at the end
of the first 4 weeks campers are honored for
their achievements. The following campers
were chosen from many excellent nominees
by members of the Senior Staff:
Junior Rookie (1st 2 weeks): Dylan O’Brien
Senior Rookie (1st 2 weeks): Dana Staples
Junior Rookie (1st 4 weeks): Jordan Sarnie
Senior Rookie (1st 4 weeks): Eric
Benninghoff
Outstanding Junior: Tom Bull
Outstanding Senior: Andrew Mastrangelo

JUNIOR DIVISION AWARDS-WEST END HOUSE CAMP 2011

Staff Award
Brandon Buckman
Brady Buckman

Unsung Hero
Ben Kaplan
MVP
Jacob Sigel

Directors' Award
Will Kritzer

Ian Greenblatt Spirit of the House
Drew Seifer

Rookie of the Year
Houston Barenholtz
Outstanding Sportsman
Juan Carlos Gonzales

Jacob M. Burnes Camper of the Year
Austin Dodes

SENIOR DIVISION AWARDS-2011
Outstanding Seniors
Jacob Stetson
Mike Katzen
Jordan Cohen
Evan Swartz

Outstanding Sportsman
Joey Cohen

Staff Award
Mitch Lesser
Eric Weiss
Ben Robinson

MVP
Danny Brack

Directors' Award
Ian Finn
Rookie of the Year
Pascal Liang

Unsung Hero
Steven Price

Ian Greenblatt Spirit of the House
Zach Chason
Louis I. Kane Leadership Award
Matt Connelly
James J. Storrow Camper of the Year
Adam Josephson

WATERMELON LEAGUE

This year’s Watermelon League season was extremely exciting, competitive, and fun. WEHC’s
unique brand of softball, with all campers and staff playing 2 inning games, always leads to
many memorable moments for all, from the youngest campers to the oldest staff members. The
standings after the 7 game regular season were as follows:

Lepler/Ansel-Kelly

5-2

Walsh/Budimlija

5-2

Rock/Singer

5-2

Moss/Zucker/Rochette

4-3

Sharma/Spink/Charot

3-4

Voshchin/Solomon/Doyle

3-4

Wilensky/Bernstein/Jacobs

2-5

DeMarco/Shivers

1-6

The championship game featured 2 squads led by veterans, the Walsh/Budimlija’s vs. the
Lepler/Ansel-Kelly’s. At the end of regulation of the deciding match, the score was tied! In the
extra inning, there was a Junior, Senior, and Staff Member who batted for each team, with the
most total bases determining the winner. It was not until Josh Budimlija’s blast to deep left field
was caught in the air by Zach Borim that the Lepler/Ansel-Kelly’s could celebrate their narrow
victory. What a game! What a season! All members of the winning team celebrated together on
the final evening of camp, sharing a delicious watermelon!
Will there be a repeat champion next year? This is doubtful because the commissioner will
arrange the teams to make this unlikely. There will be lots of great games and a new team
crowned as champion. Join us to be part of the fun!

INTERCAMP SPORTS REPORT
By: Ryan Wilensky
This year our Intercamp teams had many successes and got to play a wide variety of sports vs. many
camps. We finished with a more than respectable 15-12-1 record. To start off the Intercamp year we played
arch-rival Robin Hood in 12-under Baseball and beat them handily 8-3. Great performances were turned in by
Jack Dolan pitching and of course Sam Shapiro, who was huge for West End all summer. Then we played
Robin Hood in the annual House Game for 15-under Basketball, which was one of the best games in recent
memory. Despite getting down early, WEHC came back and tied the game with a minute left. But Robin
Hood prevailed in a 63-58 loss. Momo hit a 3-pointer to tie the game and had over 30 points. At the 15 under
tournament at Robin Hood, West End got revenge and knocked Robin Hood out of their own tournament on
the way to a 2nd place finish. Again, Momo was huge as well as Mitch Lesser, Adam Josephson, Zach Chason
and Joey Cohen. At the 13-under Basketball tournament, the same day, WEHC went 2-2, losing in the Semifinals. Sam Eggert and Sam Shapiro were huge for the team. In the annual 10-under day, Robin Hood took
the first game, Soccer, but WEHC won in Softball 7-4, Basketball 32-23 and clobbered them in Newcombe 2110. Great performances all day were turned in by Josh Kornbleuth and Yasmo. A young 13-under soccer team
then faced off against Robin Hood and lost an exciting 4-2 game. Jordan Sarnie, only an 11 year old player, as
well as Joey Beckett, who was the best player on the field, kept WEHC in the game.
The 12 and 15 under Spelling Bee teams had tremendous success again. Liam Flood won the 12under personal championship and the 12-under team won the title. Keith Denning made it to the individual 15under playoffs as well.
At the Robin Hood Archery Tournament, Michael Oliveri placed and received a ribbon.
At the annual 15-under Baseball tournament at Robin, West End lost to Winaukee right away ending a
chance at a repeat championship. This is a tournament that WEHC has had great success over the years. We
look forward to continuing and enhancing our baseball program.
Barrett Wilson, one of our terrific CITs, had been begging all summer to have an intercamp Tennis
team, which we have not had in years. Along with Josh Budimlija, he put together a young group to play at
Robin Hood in 13-under tennis. Robin Hood expected to win easily, but our boys were up for the challenge.
We won 3 of the 6 matches including Eric Benninghoff winning 8-0. Tim Breckwoldt won as well as the
doubles team of Jack Lesser and Jack Meaney. This could be a staple of the future of our Intercamp schedule.
We also played 11-under Basketball, which we won 45-36. This game could have been a 50 point game had
Coach McElligott played Sam Shapiro, Pat Manning and Cade Ruffing more than 10 minutes each. But,
sportsmanship is one thing West End has always prided itself on and instead of winning by 50, we were able to
get a ton of great campers some action in this game. In the “Rubber Match” vs. Robin Hood in 15-under
Basketball, Robin Hood won, again getting a huge early lead. Evan Swartz played great as well as Zach
Chason leading a comeback effort. One of the new traditions in the Intercamp schedule is the 12-under
Lacrosse tournament at Winaukee. This year, our boys lost to an incredible Winaukee team, but got revenge on
Winaukee B. Coby Tippett, who does not even play Lacrosse at home, had 6 goals and Teddy Donnellan was
huge getting every faceoff in the victory. The last Intercamp outing of the summer was a 13 group that was
sent to Robin Hood to play Softball and Volleyball. Led by Panharith Kong’s home run and great play from
Kyle Siegler, Jack Donaldson and Jordan Leppo, WEHC started the day with a win. Finally, we had 2 of our
teams play Volleyball and both were victorious.
I’d like to thank all the coaches, especially Kabir Moss and Neil Sharma for putting in long hours with
the 15-under Basketball team. Also, Jeff Bernstein and Josh Singer who coached the Baseball teams, Eric
Lesser and Josh Budimlija for coaching 13-under Basketball, Todd Zucker and Jake Ryter, and the rest of the
coaches. Thanks to the campers for representing West End well with great effort, passion and enthusiasm.
Next year, WEHC should reclaim its rightful spot on top of the 15-under Basketball Intercamp world with the
return of a great group of current 14-year old athletes such as Adam Josephson, Zach Chason, Mitch Lesser,
Panharith Kong, Danny Brack, Luke Shapiro, Craig Beberman, and especially Mark Karmiy. Also, there are
some terrific younger hoop players who will help out including Coby Tippett, the Smith brothers (Bryce and
Tyler), as well as Javaughn Edmonds. This team could be scary good!

INTERCAMP SPORTS RESULTS

Date
7/1
7/1
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/5
7/6
7/6
7/6
7/6
7/8
7/14
7/14
7/15
7/16
7/16
7/21
7/22
7/22
7/25
7/25
8/4
8/4
8/4

Game

Win, Lose, Tie

12-Under Baseball
15-Under Basketball (HOUSE GAME)
13-Under Basketball Tourney @ RH
13-Under Basketball Tourney @ RH
13-Under Basketball Tourney @ RH
13-Under Basketball Tourney @ RH
15-Under Basketball Tourney @ RH
15-Under Basketball Tourney @ RH
15-Under Basketball Tourney @ RH
15-Under Basketball Tourney@ RH
15-Under Basketball Tourney (FINAL)
10 –Under Soccer
10 –Under Softball
10 –Under Basketball
10 –Under Newcomb (1 game)
13 – Under Soccer
15 – Under Baseball Tournament (@RH)
15 + 12 Under Spelling Bee (in Portland)
15 + 12 Under Archery @ RH
13 – Under Tennis Match @ RH
11 – Under Basketball
15 – Under Basketball (HOOD GAME)
12 – Under Lacrosse Tournament @ Tec
12 – Under Lacrosse Tournament @ Tec
13-Under Football Tourney @ RH
13-Under Football Tourney @ RH
13-Softball
13-Volleyball
13-Volleyball

Won
Lost
Lost
Won
Won
Lost
Won
Lost
Won
Won
Lost
Lost
Won
Won
Won
Lost
Lost
Won 12-under

Final Record:

15-12-1

Tie
Won
Lost
Lost
Won
Lost
Lost
Won
Won
Won

WE
HC
8
58
15
25
25
9
30
22
37
36
30
1
7
32
21
2
0

Opponent
3 @ RH
63 RH
27 Indian Acres
3 RH B
5 RH A
23 Winaukee A
27 Winaukee B
40 Winaukee A
33 RH
18 Indian Acres
43 Winaukee A
4 RH
4 RH
23 RH
10 RH
4 RH
3 Winaukee

3
45
36
0
8
13
0
10
2
2

@ RH
3 @ RH
36 RH
56 @RH
11 Winaukee A
3 Winaukee B
14 ot. Winaukee
19 Indian Acres
6 @ RH
1 @ RH
1 @ RH

JUNIOR AND INTERMEDIATE LEAGUE REPORT
By Commissioner Neil Sharma
2011 was once again a great summer of Junior and Intermediate Leagues. For the Juniors,
in the first two weeks, the theme was the nicknames of the Junior League coaches: the
Dat_Ner_Flows, Borim the Kids, James J. Heberts, and Grosser Lebowski’s. The “Borim the
Kid’s” ended up winning the title under the guidance of coach Zach Borim, along with the
leadership of campers Austin Dodes, John Glascock, Josh St. Germain, and Ethan Siedman. For
the Intermediates, the theme was pop-singer Katy Perry, with the teams called the Teenage
Dreams, Fireworks, California Gurls, and Last Friday Nights. The “Last Friday Night’s” won the
league, led by their coach Ian Finn, along with campers Sam Shapiro, Jorge Vives, and Gabe
Sands, among others.
For the second session, the Junior League theme was based off the movie Coach Carter.
The teams were called the Damien Carters, Junior Battles, Timo Cruz’s, Ty Cranes, Worms, and
Jason Lyles. The Timo Cruz’s won the league, losing only one game the whole session. They
were led by Coach Jake Ryter and campers Tim Breckwoldt, Declan Donovan, Pat Manning, and
Max Brody. The Intermediate League teams were named after camp Robin Hood’s 15-under
basketball team’s players: the Poodles, Hugos, Shermans, and Sloshes. The Shermans won the
league, led by Coach Ian Finn along with campers Pat O’Toole, Eric Benninghoff, Max Robert,
and Dylan Nottingham.
During the last session, the Junior League theme was based on Color War teams which
Bill Margolin had previously coached: the (just plain) Blue, Centurions, Warriors, and Gypsies.
The Warriors won under the guidance of Coach Isaac Merson, and campers Juan Carlos
Gonzales, Austin Ricker, Sam Katz, and Gabe Leppo. The Intermediate League theme was based
on Color War teams Steve Lepler has coached: the Champions, Crusade, Spirit, and Sensation.
The Crusade won the league, led by Coach Adam Josephson, and players Alex Romantz, Conor
Hill, Matt Fischer, and Pascal Liang.
I’d like thank all the coaches for both leagues. The Juniors were capably led by coaches
Jake Ryter, Alex Hebert, Zach Borim, Ben Grosser, Corey White, Isaac Merson, Mike Messina,
and Louis Shaevel. I’d also like to personally thank Jake and Alex, who coached Junior Leagues
all summer for all three sessions. Adam Josephson, Zach Chason, Mitchell Lesser, and Ian Finn
coached Intermediate Leagues for the entire summer as well. All four were veteran campers and
very effective and supportive coaches. Lastly, I’d like to thank all the land staff for their hard
work all summer, as they were an integral part of why leagues were so successful in 2011.

JUNIOR DIVISION
WEEK

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN

1.

Jordan Sarnie

Sean Staples

2.

Austin Dodes

Devin Shaw

3.

Tim Breckwoldt

Jeremy Kaldor

4.

Brady Buckman

Charlie Kaldor

5.

Jacob Sigel

Drew Seifer

6.

Will Kritzer

Ben Kaplan

7.

Juan Carlos Gonzales

Brandon Buckman

8.

Gabe Leppo

Cole Lepler

INTERMEDIATE DIVISION
WEEK

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN

1.

Noah Kopf

Kevin Wu

2.

Colton Finn

Spencer Quist

3.

Jack Lesser

Eric Benninghoff

4.

Sam Shapiro

Pascal Liang

5.

Kyle Siegler

Max Robert

6.

Derek Supino

Jordan Chabot

7.

Yanni Stasinos

Alex Romantz

8.

Victor Svedloff

Jake Yezerski

SENIOR LEAGUE REPORT
By Commissioner Andrew DeMarco
The 2011 Senior Leagues ran as smoothly as ever. The talent and intensity in the senior division
definitely impressed the West End veterans this year to say the least. Each day was a chance for
someone new to step up and have their name heard. The first session campers competed in the
Mexican Food league, featuring the Tamales, Chalupas, Gorditas, and Fajitas. The Gorditas, led by
Mitchell Lesser, finished on top of the standings at 6-3, and went on to win the championship. Ignacio
de la Torre was a major factor in their success. The Tamales led by Zach Chason also made a run for the
championship but fell just short. Week one MVP Edmilson Barbosa brought high intensity and a desire
to win that spread throughout the senior division. During the second session of the 2011 summer,
seniors participated in the Random League. The Yellow team was led by Ben Robinson, Team X by Matt
Connelly, The Frozen Bananas by Joey Cohen, and Team 73 by Ian Finn. This session showed the most
evenly matched teams of the summer, with almost every game coming down to the wire. The Frozen
Bananas came out on top with a 5-4 record. Joey Cohen, Adam Josephson, and Ignacio de la Torre led
the Bananas to the championship. Other major stars in the league were Danny Brack, Evan Swartz, Scott
Breckwoldt, and Kris Williams. Moving on to the third session Senior Leagues, we had the Color War
teams Ryan Wilensky has coached. Teams were the SWAT Team, Regime, Insanity, and Diesel. By the
end of week six, SWAT Team led by Zach Chason was on top of the standings with a 6-3 record. Notable
athletes in the league were Peter Erickson, Mark Karmiy, Austin Plachy, Luke Shapiro, and Coby Tippett.
The league was filled with talented campers at the top of their game. Joey Cohen led the Regime to win
the championship in the final Senior League of the 2011 summer. Each Senior League session this
summer was filled with athletes having fun and competing against other athletes with spirit and
sportsmanship. This is what West End is all about.

SENIOR DIVISION
WEEK

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN

1.

Edmilson Barbosa

Kevin Chen

2.

Ignacio De La Torre

Kris Williams

3.

Ian Finn

Austin Plachy

4.

Adam Josephson

Aaron Promer

5.

Peter Erickson

Jacob Stetson

6.

Zach Chason

Dylan Ansel-Kelly

7.

Nate Wright

Edward Friedman

8.

Mark Karmiy

Panharith Kong

WEHC FIVE AND TEN YEAR CLUBS
As we began our second century in the summer of 2009, we were proud to unveil two new plaques that
are prominently displayed in the dining hall. The goal is to recognize and honor campers and staff who
have been at WEHC for five years and for ten years. We hold an induction ceremony on Visiting Day.
These committed individuals have been, and will continue to be, a huge part of our success. They will
proudly show their families now and in the future that they are members of a special and exclusive club.
The 2011 inductees are in bold. Congratulations and thanks to all the West Enders who are listed below.
The Lepler Family Five Year Club Honoring Continuity, Tradition, and Excellence at
West End House Camp in Our Second Century
Chris Moriarty
Andrew DeMarco
Todd Zucker
Ben Yudysky
Ben Olins
Danny Bernard
Jake Leppo
Ben Liebman
Neal Zucker
David Voshchin
Matthew Shivers
Josh Singer
Jared Klapman
Joe McKinnon
Brion Rock
Doug Spink

Justin Avergon
Mike Kirsten
Mark Sands
Ian Solomon
Jeremy Zucker
Kevin Reyes
Zach Leppo
Ben Eggert
Eric Lesser
Jake Ryter
Roque Reyes
Jarrid McElligott
Jacob Leppo
Jonah Rappaport
Barrett Wilson
Marcus Tingling

Matt Yudysky
Jacob Sands
Mohamed
Mohamud
Aidan Driscoll
Alex Hebert
Dominic Sands
Jacob Stetson
Zach Chason
Aaron Rappaport
Mitchell Lesser
Michael Katzen
Sam London
Jose Noyola
Mike Kirsten
Sam McGann

John Almeida
Denicio
Campozano
Joey Cohen
Sam Eggert
Jason Feldman
Ian Finn
Ben Grosser
Adam Josephson
Panharith Kong
David Lach
Anthony LeBlanc
Vince Leppo
Jack Meaney
Ben Ryter
Neil Sharma
Corey White

NEW MEMBERS
Louis Shaevel
David Wong
Evan Swartz
Shin Tsujimura
Josh Mazur
Walden Ng
Thibaut Rochette
Gabe Sands
Zach Borim
Jordan Leppo
Matt Leppo
Asa Cressey
Kevin Wu
Sam Wong
Vajra Spring
Alex Su
Michael Oliveri
Steven Price
Colman Lydon
Farid Mawanda
Gabe Leppo
Alex Johnson
Jordan Cohen
Matthew Connelly
Jordan Chabot

The Kublin Family Ten Year Club Honoring Continuity, Tradition, and Excellence at
West End House Camp in Our Second Century
Mike Stawowy
Ryan Wilensky
Brandon Avergon

Mike Jacobs
Rashad Cudjoe
Jason Cohen

Jordan Shapiro
Jesse Charney-Golden
Andrew DeMarco

Jared Klapman
Todd Zucker
Danny Walsh
Josh Singer

West End Weekly
Weeks 1-2
LIFEGUARDING
By: Michael Katzen

This past week West End was fortunate enough to hold a lifeguarding certification course
to give twelve hopefuls an opportunity to become certified. Everyone was able to complete the
300 yard swim that was needed to start the process of becoming a lifeguard. Friday morning
started right after cleanup with a test on chapters in the American Red Cross book. Following
that we began our CPR certification process. It started by watching a video then we practiced on
a mannequin. The CPR course occupied the entire morning. In the afternoon we began practicing
in the water. First, we learned the different ways to enter the water and how to save a drowning
victim. Next, we went over the different types of drowning conditions and how to respond to
each. Saturday the 12 of us started bright and early at 7:00AM learning how to provide first aid
to an injured victim. After breakfast we reviewed CPR and began working in the water. After
that, we learned how to respond to a victim with a head, neck, or back injury. We practiced this
in the first pool until we were confident in our ability to save a victim with a head, neck, or back
injury. Saturday afternoon we took our newly acquired skills to deeper water in third pool. This
provided a bit of a challenge to some but eventually we were all able to get it. All of us were then
given individual assessments to determine if we were ready to be a lifeguard. By Saturday night
all twelve of us were certified lifeguards. A special thanks to Cordelia Lydon for making this
certification possible.
13-Under Basketball
By: Eric Lesser

Taking their talents to the Camp Robin Hood tournament, the 12 members of the West
End 13-U basketball team had high expectations. With only four days of practice, the team
managed to go 2-2, beating both Robin Hood A and B by a combined score of 47-8.
West End was able to compete in each game due to the defense from point guards Jack
Lesser and Andrew Mastrangelo. Sam Eggert, Cole Brightbill, and Max Curran led the charge in
the paint. Strong efforts from Sam Shapiro and Jeff Santos helped West End dominate their rival
Robin Hood.
Winaukee A took down West End in the semi-finals 27-15, yet the score cannot describe
the game itself. With a few more lucky bounces the game could have easily gone our way. We
could not have won the two games without the help of Coach Josh Budimlija. Thanks to all
members of the team for their hard work and effort shown throughout the week.

West End Traveling Players
By: Jack Lesser

In the first two weeks at West End House Camp, Senior Counselor Brion Rock directed
the first theater program in recent years consisting of nine campers and three counselors. The
play was called The Hangover, Part III. It was a short play that showed what could happen if
Steve Lepler won the Watermelon League softball championship. The play was a huge success,
giving the whole camp a good laugh, and hopefully there will be plenty more West End original
plays in the future.
A Day as a First Year
By: Jake Ryter and Ben Grosser

After a long night of relief, staying up until 1:00 A.M., monitoring the campers to make
sure they are safe, the first year C.I.T.’s must make the most out of their six and a half hours of
sleep. That is because in the morning, we are awakened from our slumber to the sound of first
bell ringing in the morning, which can only mean one thing, one seven letter word: KITCHEN!
Once arrived, the first year is immediately put to work. Beginning procedures include
putting on a cap, washing your hands, and tying a tight apron around your spine, the tunic of a
kitchen worker. After that, the first years must help prepare the children’s meals by filling cold,
silver pitchers of SYSCO brand juice, only the finest of beverages. After all condiments are
placed upon the window, silverware is set out, and the food trays are prepared, the first year
C.I.T. is given thirty seconds to consume the surplus morsels. During the meal, the kitchen
workers get a small break, watching the campers and staff of West End House Camp satisfyingly
indulge in the food made by chefs Dee, Jack, and Tom.
Twenty minutes into the meal….RUSH! Plates, bowls, forks, spoons, pots, pans, and
other unidentified objects are being thrown into the person running the deadly pit. Once all
materials are given to the pit master, they are given little time to wash off every single material
that is used by campers and staff during the meal. When working in the pit, the first year must
make sure to wear clothes that he plans to not wear again. Once rinsed off, all dirty objects are
thrown into the mouth of ol’ Hobart, the dishwasher. Finally, she is fed. Once out of the
dishwasher, the stacker, whose job is to well, stack, must take the giant leap of faith with the risk
of heating their hands on every single plate, bowl, silverware, pots, and pans. A popular belief is
that window; the third position is a simple task. No, wrong again. During the meal, window
worker must fill up pitchers of juice upon request, upon request, upon request. One time bunk 1A
broke a record with 14 refills of juice. When the kitchen worker thinks they are done with
washing and putting everything back, cleaning off all counters, and sweeping the kitchen floor,
the first year must perform miscellaneous tasks like taking out the pig bucket, cleaning off the
side tables, and refilling the bottles of ketchup, barbecue sauce, and other sauces. This is also the
same process for lunch and dinner, three times a day.
After a long day of kitchen, the first year is rewarded by watching the road, cleaning up
after the night activity, and having well, more relief, thus the cycle continues. Oh, the joys of a
first year. We just call ourselves ordinary people, doing our jobs, making a change, helping West
End House Camp in any way we can!

Headlines
Tom Charot is on fire
Robin Hood retires 7 year veteran Hugo
Window vows retaliation on Joey Cohen’s fist
Sean Staples cast in movie 300
Borim The Kid denied a Happy Meal
Alan Qiu fields questions
Mike Katzen runs for President of West End House Camp Board of
Directors
Whitney hired as consultant for Corey White
Pinball Wizard played for 5th straight year on July 4th
Bobby Rockwell captures David Day

West End Weekly
Weeks 3-4
G1
By Ben Robinson
Each year at camp, there are always a staggering amount of campers; however, this year there are
more campers than the bunks can hold, especially in cabin Gottlieb. Typically there are around 15
campers plus 2-3 staff men in Gottlieb. In the last 4 weeks there will be 21 campers and 3 staff men in
Gottlieb, which is far too many for the cabin to hold. Therefore, a select few campers have been chosen to
move to the Auxiliary cabin behind Gottlieb, which has been named G1.
The auxiliary building was originally a cabin dedicated to Bobby Gordon, a long time veteran,
who still has stayed there when he visits. During Old Timers’ Week, some alumni stay there as well. Over
the years it has been transformed from a cabin to a storage building and back to a cabin again this year.
There are two side rooms, each with two beds in them, a main room with three beds, and a whole
bathroom complete with a shower. Dressers and shelves are provided for the campers’ possessions along
with a table for games and cards.
Six campers from Gottlieb and one counselor will move into the Aux for the last four weeks to
keep Gottlieb somewhat spacious and as comfortable as possible. The living arrangements for the last
four weeks will hopefully keep everyone in Gottlieb happy, both those in Gottlieb and G1.

Maine Youth Camp Foundation Annual Spelling Bee
In the Seniors, WEHC did not qualify for the team playoffs, but Keith Denning was in the
individual playoffs and finally succumbed to “zeppelin.” Other playoff words included vermicelli,
effervescent, gerrymander, and wince.
The Junior Team won in its division with words like inquisition, pageant, knead, and stationary.
Liam Flood won the Junior Division Individual Trophy for the second year in a row. Among the words he
had to spell were abscess and chameleon.
The day was capped off by the traditional stop at the Dairy Queen in Westbrook, located because
of expert directions by Assistant Coach and Portland resident Alex Hebert. Alex sadly lost out in the “DQ
Blizzard” eating category to Bill Margolin, who is ranked #4 worldwide in that category.

12 and under (Junior Team)

13-15 year olds (Senior Team)

Joey Rowland
Houston Barenholtz
Luke Stillman
Liam Flood
Jacob Denning

Coby Mayhew
Sam Eggert
Keith Denning
Jack Donaldson
Aaron Karasik

Headlines
Corey asks Ben on Bongo date!
Sharma sponsors Sportsmanship Conference!
Nick Lewis joins ten year club plaque!
Wolfpack™ howls at West End!
Smeagol Oliveri joins super heroes!
Raymond Wu glad to see Tom Fu’s departure!
Robin Hood hosts WEHC Color War!
WEHC reunion planned for TD Garden!
Borim the Kid demoted to Borim the Infant!
Steve steals Tom and Thibaut’s passports!
Whitney wins Baby of the Year in close contest!

WORLD CUP
By: Ben Robinson
The vuvuzelas were brought out once again for the second year of World Cup at West
End House Camp. The reigning champion, Mexico, was pitted against the rest of the world in
this intense camp activity. The original six sports were played in the morning, afternoon, and the
evening, along with three new additions. Also, there was the added twist of every returning
camper and coach being placed on the same team from last year. The final event was played as
the evening activity. It pitted the best team from the Europe division and the best team from the
World division in an intense match of bombardment. This year the two teams were Greece, from
the Europe division, and Brazil, from the world division, with Brazil coming out on top and
hanging their flag in the Mess Hall the next morning.
There were several new additions to World Cup this year, Water Basketball, Regatta, and
Watermelon Wiffleball. Water Basketball is played in first pool of the H-Dock. Two low hoops
were put on either end of the docks and several lines were set up, showing the amount of points
you can get per shot. The farther away you are, the more points you can score and if you are in a
lower division, you score more points.
Regatta was an activity that was done on the waterfront. Four canoes were tied together,
2x2, and were paddled by the entire team to Kennards, a beach on the other end of the lake, and
back to the Bongo. The teams were led by their coach, who was riding in a kayak next to or in
front of them.
Watermelon Wiffleball was exactly what it sounds like. It’s a combination of two of the
most beloved activities in camp, Wiffleball and Watermelon. Played in the Council Ring, it’s
Wiffleball with Watermelon rules. Everyone bats, two strikes and you’re out, and you can rob
home runs from behind the bunks.
The final, newly added, event of World Cup was bombardment. Last year, the final event
was soccer, but this year’s final event was a great climax to the day. Bombardment is essentially
dodge ball. Played in the Rec Hall, the goal is to get the other teams players all out while at least
one of their own players stays in. You can catch balls to get players out or you can throw a ball
to hit an opponent to get them out. If there are only a few people remaining on your own team,
one can take a half-court shot at the hoop, and if made, the players that are out come back in.
Throughout the day, it became clear that some teams were stronger than others. In the
World Division two of those teams were Brazil and U.S.A. In the Europe division, they were
Greece and Spain. However the strongest of the four were Greece and Brazil and they faced each
other in bombardment. Although they were both great teams, Brazil came out on top. The next
morning they hung their flag in the mess hall until next year, when the teams come back to
compete for a third time in World Cup.

WORLD CUP 2011 Teams
Battle for Random Togetherness

Cold War

South Africa - Zucker

China - Rock

USA - Spink

Russia- Bernstein

Mike Katzen (S)

Joey Cohen (S)

Zach Chason (S)

MoMo (S)

Kris Williams (S)

Lorenz Graham (S)

Eric McNeily (S)

Andrew Mastrangelo (S)

Alex Von Stange (S)

John Stewart (S)

Aaron Coss (S)

Kevin Chen (S)

Max Curran (I)

Jalen Price (S)

Jack Lesser (I)

Eric Benninghoff (I)

Travers Devlin (I)

Chris Kuang (I)

Rolando Flores (I)

Luke Stillman (I)

Ben Rexer (I)

Frankie Culhane (I)

Dana Staples (I)

Brendan Sanders (I)

Ben Richards (I)

Shea Welch (I)

Gavin Healy (I)

Calvin Lok (I)

Jordan Sarnie (J)

Oudam Seang (J)

John Glascock (J)

Jonah St. Germain (J)

David Netburn (J)

Austin Dodes (J)

Jack Dolan (J)

Adam Zhou (J)

Andrew Hallion (J)

Nick Akerstein (J)

Brandon Karp (J)

Anthony Berganza (J)

Ryan Karp (J)

Eddie Benson (J)

Mitch Aspinwall (J)
Battle for Latin America

Battle for the Mediterranen

Brazil - Roque

Mexico - Josh B.

Italy - DeMarco

Greece - Singer

Juan Haneo (S)

Ian Finn (S)

Colman Lydon (S)

Jacob Stetson (S)

Alex Johnson (S)

Sam Eggert (S)

Coby Mayhew (S)

Jacob Kramer (S)

Edmilson Barbosa (S)

Asa Cressey (S)

Tur Woods (S)

Farid Mawanda (S)

Jahsiah Toby (S)

Noah Kopf (I)

Richard Young (S)

Kevin Wu (I)

Denicio Campezano (I)

Malachi Toby (I)

Sam Shapiro (I)

Jacob Denning (I)

Alex Su (I)

Raymond Wu (I)

Devin Saunders (I)

Tygre Collins (I)

Brady Hanlon (I)

Jorge Vives (I)

Nick Dolan (I)

Diego Rivera (I)

Chris Madden (I)

Carlos Vives (J)

Pascal Liang (I)

Josh St. Germain (J)

Joey Lydon (J)

Sean Staples (J)

Blake Masse (J)

Houston Barenholtz (J)

Kenny DeLeon (J)

Aaron Xu (J)

Brady Buckman (J)

Corey Zhou (J)

Devin Shaw (J)

Henry Aspinwall (J)

Eduardo Souza (J)

Alex Hallion (J)

Battle of the British Isles

Battle for the Pyranees

England - Ian

Ireland - Kabir

France - Thibaut

Spain - Sharma

Adam Josephson (S)

Mitchell Lesser (S)

Ben Robinson (S)

Panharith Kong (S)

Keith Denning (S)

James Alves (S)

Seth Clark (S)

Igancio De La Torre (S)

Jared Rose (S)

Cole Brightbill (S)

Jeff Santos (S)

Craig Titus (S)

Jacoby Thompson (S)

Jordan Leppo (I)

Gabe Sands (I)

Anthony Abreau (S)

Colton Finn (I)

Anthony Ross (I)

Matt Moriarty (I)

Vajra Spring (I)

Ben Salomon (I)

Walter Thom (I)

Joey Beckett (I)

Spencer Quist (I)

Alex Smith-Lin (I)

Walden Ng (I)

Kevin Rivera (I)

Justin Smith (I)

Adam Kimball (I)

Russo St. Fort (J)

Yasin Mohamud (J)

Lawrence Roberts (I)

Dakota Wharton (J)

Ben Delarippa (J)

Estophenberg A-L (J)

Dylan O'Brien (J)

Ethan Seidman (J)
Grant Chaboudy (J)

Dan Lavenson (J)
Alex Perlin (J)

Addison Antico (J)
Diego Aspinwall (J)

Josh Kornbleuth (J)
Alan Qiu (J)

WORLD CUP 2011 RESULTS
EUROPE
Morning
Ireland

L

L

W

England

W

W

L

France

W

W

L

Greece

W

L

W

Italy

L

L

L

Spain

L

W

W

Points

3
7
6
7
0
7

Afternoon

Points

L

W

L

L

L

L

W

L

L

W

W

W

L

W

W

W

L

W

4
0
3
10
6
7

Night

Points

W

W

L

L

L

W

W

T

L

W

W

W

L

T

L

L

L

W

FINAL EUROPE DIVISION
STANDINGS

FINAL
WORLD
DIVISION
STANDINGS

1. Greece

27

1. Brazil

25

2. Spain
3. Ireland
4. France
4. England
5. Italy

18
13
13
11
7

2. USA
3. S. Africa
4. China
5. Russia
6. Mexico

20
14
13
13
5

6
4
4
10
1
4

Champions

WORLD
Morning
Brazil

W

W

W

USA

L

W W

Mexico

W

L

L

South Africa

W

L

L

Russia

L

L

W

China

L

W

L

Points

10
7
3
4
3
3

Afternoon
W

L

T

W

W

W

L

L

T

L

W

L

L

L

W

W

W

L

Night

Points

5
10
2
3
3
7

Points

W

W

W

W

L

L

L

L

L

L

W

W

W

L

W

L

W

L

10
3
0
7
7
3

DESERT WAR 2011
By: Doug Spink & Thibaut Rochette
It wasn’t the closest Desert War that West End has seen but the energy, excitement, and
passion displayed by both teams made it a spectacle to watch. Desert War began in the afternoon
as campers were waiting in the council ring for open waterfront. After Danny Walsh announced
that the first activity would be biking with Doug and Thibaut, he discovered that we were not
there. After calling out for us, we both ran out of 2A and screamed “Desert War is NOW!” The
camp was then divided into two excellent teams: Heart (red) team was led by Kabir Moss,
Barrett Wilson, and Alex Hebert and Soul (purple) led by Ian Solomon, Jarrid McElligott, and
Jeremy Zucker.
The first event of Desert War, Color Rush, started off right away with intensity. After
Soul’s Max Curran retrieved the golden ball, the first of the game worth an additional 25 points,
they also got the next 4 balls. Then Heart, with a solid defense and constant rushes, managed to
take the lead by retrieving six consecutive balls. After a wild finish with non-stop action, Heart
was able to win the Color Rush by a score of 10-8.
In the afternoon the seniors were separated from the intermediates and the juniors in
order to compete in our modern era Ironman. The Ironman consists of a swimming portion, a
cycling portion, and a running portion. After a week’s worth of training during waterfront
activities, the seniors were ready to test their strength, endurance, and heart. It became the goal
of every senior to beat his own times and the times of his competitors, ultimately hoping that
their time and name would be placed upon West End’s own Ironman board where the 10 all-time
best times are kept. Heart conquered the Ironman before Soul did, adding 40 points to their lead.
Heart also landed 6 of the 10 spots in this year’s top 10 to further extend their lead.
While the seniors were competing in the Ironman, the intermediates and the juniors were
battling it out in Desert War Westendo, WEHC’s high-energy adaptation of the classic board
game stratego played on the soccer field. The competitors were able to fit an incredible 15 games
into this 75 minute time period, with Heart winning the 15 game series with 10 wins to Soul’s 5.
By dinner, the Heart team had a comfortable lead of 145 points.
The highly anticipated evening activity was Capture the Flag and both teams were ready
for it. In an incredible effort by both squads featuring many amazing runs, Heart proved
victorious over the spirited Soul team.
The announcement of the Heart team’s victory was followed by a new Desert War
tradition which was instituted two years ago. The entire team raced down towards the tennis
courts, the starting point of the Ironman, at Desert War Rock. This rock was painted half purple
and half red. Heart had the honor of painting the entire rock red, and it will remain so until next
Desert War.

DESERT WAR RESULTS
1. Color Rush :
 25 points were awarded to Soul team for retrieving the 1st ball.
 50 points were awarded to Heart team for winning the Color Rush.
 24 points were awarded to Soul team for retrieving 8 balls in the entire Color
Rush.
 30 points were awarded to Heart team for retrieving 10 balls in the entire Color
Rush.
 1 point was deducted from Soul team for swearing.
 This made the score of Desert War 80 to 48 Heart.
2. Iron Man :
 40 points were awarded to Heart team for winning the iron man.
 10 points awarded to Heart team for Ben MacDonald’s first place.
 9 points were awarded to Heart team for Jacob Stetson’s second place.
 8 points were awarded to Heart team for Zach Chason’s third place.
 7 points were awarded to Soul team for Austin Plachy’s fourth place.
 6 points were awarded to Heart team for Coby Mayhew’s fifth place.
 5 points were awarded to Soul team for Adam Josephson’s sixth place.
 4 points were awarded to Heart team for Eric McNeilly’s seventh place.
 3 points were awarded to Soul team for Kris William’s eighth place.
 2 points were awarded to Heart team for Mitch Lesser’s ninth place.
 1 point was awarded to Soul team for Coby Tippett’s tenth place.
3. Westendo :
 100 points were awarded to Heart team for winning 10 Westendo games.
 50 points were awarded to Soul team for winning 5 Westendo games.
 This made the score of Desert War 259 – 114 Heart.
4. Capture the flag
 10 points were awarded to Heart team for winning the 1st junior game.
 10 points were awarded to Heart team for winning the 1st senior game.
 20 points were awarded to Heart team for winning the 2nd junior game.
 20 points were awarded to Soul team for winning the 2nd senior game.
 30 points were awarded to Soul team for winning the 3rd junior game.
 30 points were awarded to Soul team for winning the 3rd senior game.
 40 points were awarded to Heart team for winning the 4th junior game.
 This made the score of Desert War 339 – 194 Heart.

2011 Iron Man Board
1. BEN MACDONALD 18:25:62 Heart ‘11
2. JACOB STETSON 18:29:63 Heart ‘11
3. BEN MACDONALD 18:37:72 Night ‘10
4. LOUIS SHAEVEL 18:57:94 Day ‘10
5. JOSUE SEAONE 18:59:25 Day ‘10
6. DOMINIC SANDS 19:13:21 Day ’10
7. MIKE MESSINA 19:27:53 Night ‘10
8. ZACH CHASON 19:31:87 Heart ‘11
9. MIKE KATZEN 19:40:41 Night ‘10
10. ALEX HEBERT 19:40:44 Day ‘10

DESERT WAR 2011
Soul
Seniors

Intermediates

Heart
Juniors

Aaron Promer
Aaron
Rappaport
Adam
Josephson

Alex Kraus

Alex Durand

Seniors
Andrew
Mastrangelo

Intermediates

Juniors

Aaron Karasik

Adam Freedman

Cole Stearns

Alex Perlin

Ben MacDonald

Adam Kimball

Aidan Connelly

Eamonn McQuaid

Almonte Henk

Bryce Smith

Derek Supino

Alex Hallion

Austin Plachy

Jack Donaldson

Austin Dodes

Coby Mayhew

Dylan Nottingham

Alex Joseph

Ben Robinson

Jack Lesser

Ben Grant

Danny Brack

Gabe Sands

Andrew Hallion

Coby Tippett

James McMahon

Brady Buckman

Eric McNeilly

Jack Meaney

Andrew Swingle

Craig Titus
Eric
Benninghoff

Jimmy Melican

Brandon Flood

Ignacio de la Torre

Jacob Denning

Ben Kaplan

Joey Beckett

Cade Ruffing

Jacob Stetson

Jake Yezerski

Brandon Buckman

Evan Swartz

Malachi Toby

Charley Kaldor

Jared Rose

James Swingle

Brandon Karp

Farid Mawanda

Matt Fischer

Danny Beckett

Josh Mazur

Joe Rowland

Carlos Vives

Ian Finn

Matt Moriarty

David Netburn

Keith Denning

Jordan Leppo

Chase Khan

Jacob Kramer

Max Curran

Declan Donavan

Matt Connelly

Jorge Vives

Chris Connelly

Jake Connors

Max Robert

Mitch Lesser

Justin Smith

Chris D.

Jalan Price

Pascal Liang

Eli Criss
Estophenberg
Acosta Lara

Panharith Kong

Kevin Wu

Cole Lepler

Joey Cohen

Pat O'Toole

Jack McDonough

Sam Eggert

Luke Stillman

Diego Aspinwall

Josiah Toby

Raymond Wu

Jack McMahon

Sam Miller

Matt Russo

Drew Seifer

Kevin Rivera

Tom Fu

Jake Sudkin

Scott Breckwoldt

Noah Stonehill

Kris Williams

Trav Devlin

Jeremy Kaldor

Steven Price

Sam Shapiro

Ethan Seidman
Houston
Barenholtz

Mike Katzen

Walden Ng

Jonathan Kraus

Tyler Smith

Spencer Quist

Jared Diamond

Sam Criss

Walter Thom

Josh Kornbleuth

Zach Chason

Vajra Spring

Joe Connelly

Kale Lloyd

Jordan Sarnie

Liam Rowland

Kyle Hirshom

Max Brody

Liam Flood

Mitch Aspinwall

Michael F-Mandell

Nick F-Mandell

Pat Manning

Nick Akerstein

Pete Gallagher

Noah Criss

Ryan Karp

Oudom Seang

Teddy Donnellan

Sam Fortier

Tim Durand

Tim Breckwoldt

Tom Bull

Will Russo

Tommy Connelly

Zeke O'Connell

Will Stern

NIGHT ACTIVITIES
During Staff Week (before the campers arrive at camp), the counselors had a Staff Activity Challenge
contest to see who could come up with the best new Night Activity. From that contest emerged the
winning Night Activity, Domination, which was led by Thibaut Rochette and Doug Spink. The game is a
West End version of the board game “Risk.” A team gains more territory by challenging and defeating
the “holding” team in a variety of silly and fun activities. The events were Ninja, Sand Castle making, BRock Says, Duck-Duck-Goose, Table setting, Categories, Wiffle Ball Home Run Derby, and Musical
Chairs. Thanks to all of the staff who participated in this contest for coming up with creative ideas. Staff
Activity Challenge is now a fixture at WEHC that helps make each season even better.
June 26: Watermelon
June 27: Counselor Hunt
June 28: Sr. and Int. Westendo/ Jr. Jujubee
June 29: Monte Carlo Night
June 30: Domination
July 1: House Game
July 2: Socials with Camp Waukeela
July 3: Watermelon
July 4: BBQ, World Cup Prep, Bonfire, Story with Bill
July 5: Inferno
July 6: Liar’s Club
July 7: World Cup
July 8: Challenge the Staff
July 9: Awards Banquet, League Championships
July 10: Watermelon
July 11: Prize or Consequence
July 12: Jr. + Int. Westendo/Sr. Open Waterfront
July 13: Gladiators
July 14: Gold Rush
July 15: Murder Mystery
July 16: Elections
July 17: Watermelon
July 18: Portland Sea Dogs Game/(Start of Desert War)
July 19: Desert War – Capture the Flag
July 20: Treasure Hunt
July 21: Man Hunt/ Hood Game @ RH
July 22: Beach Resort
July 23: Awards Banquet, League Championships
July 24: Watermelon
July 25: Jai Alai
July 26: Domination
July 27: Challenge the Staff
July 28: Super Monopoly
July 29: Auction Part 1
July 30: Auction Part 2
July 31: Watermelon

August 1: Domination
August 2: All-Stars Part 1
August 3: All-Stars Part 2
August 4: Name Game
August 5: Gold Rush
August 6: Murder Mystery
August 7: Watermelon
August 8: Gottlieb Hunt
August 9: Liar’s Club (CW edition)
August 10: COLOR WAR – Tug of War
August 11: Sr. Apache/Jr. Spelling Bee
August 12: Jr. Apache/Sr. Spelling Bee
August 13: Song Night Practice
August 14: Omelette Games
August 15: Song Night – END OF COLOR WAR
August 16: Story with Bill or Mess Hall Fun
August 17: Bunk Activities
August 18: Funtown Trip to Saco
August 19: Awards Night
August 20: Campers Depart

WEST END ELECTIONS
Elections for the West End House Cabinet took place on July 16th. Each candidate had to make a
speech in front of the camp and field questions, in a Town Hall style format from our distinguished panel
of former Cabinet Members who have retired. Emerging from these contentious elections were the
following campers. Thanks to all campers who showed courage and initiative to run for office.

4:15 Fruit Facilitator Junior
4:15 Fruit Facilitator Senior
Junior Postmaster
Senior Postmaster
Junior Sergeant at Arms
Senior Sergeant at Arms
Junior Liaison to the Cooks
Senior Liaison to the Cooks
Junior League Assistant
Intermediate League Assistant
Senior League Assistant
Vice President
President

Operate and advocate for 4:15 Fruit distribution
Oversee the Junior Fruit operator
Distributes and coordinates Junior Mail
Distributes and coordinates Senior Mail
Raises and lowers the flag and protects camp
from all alien intruders
Raises and lowers the flag and protects camp
from all alien intruders
Makes recommendations to the cooks
Makes recommendations to the cooks
Assists in League scheduling and announcing
Assists in League scheduling and announcing
Assists in League scheduling and announcing
Is available if the President is unable to execute
his duties. Also, serves as a consultant.
Is in charge of the camp from a camper
perspective.

Brandon Buckman
Eric McNeilly
Jared Diamond
Jahsiah Toby
Josh Kornbleuth
Sam Eggert
Austin Dodes
Raymond Wu
Drew Seifer
Jorge Vives
Ian Finn
Charlie Kaldor
Joey Beckett

Superstars 2011
5A

5B

1 Jeremy Freed
2 Nick Shea

29 Will Kritzer
23 Sam Katz

3 Linden Tager
4 John McLaughlin
5 Henry Aspinwall

11 Austin Ricker
11 Ben Kaplan
11 Nick Akerstein

3A
1 Sam Shapiro
2 Anthony Shea

36
14

3 Nik Aepfelbacher
4 Ari Natansohn
5 Karl Hubbard

14
12
12

3B
Jack Lesser
Alex Romantz
Dylan
Nottingham
Sam Wong
Pascal Liang

32
18
14
12
11

1B
Craig Beberman
Andrew Kern
Luke Shapiro
Matt Leppo
Isaac Hiller

1
2
3
4
5

1A
Adam Josephson
Ian Finn
Jacob Stetson
Zach Chason
Mike Katzen

SUPER

DUPER STAR

2A
32.5 Jacob Sigel
31
Drew Seifer
Jordan
15.5 Goldberg
10
Ben Weiss
6
Ben Keller
Estophenberg

32
21
14
10
8

21
20
15
13
10

2B
Juan Carlos
37 Gonzales
24 Austin Dodes
12 Houston Barenholtz
11 Joey LeBlanc
7 Sean Staples
7

4A
Yanni Stasinos
Jordan Chabot

4B
20 Coby Tippett
18 Denicio Campozano

Kyle Siegler
Conor Hill
Jack Meaney
Jordan Leppo

16 Jalan Price
15 Dana Staples
7 Kevin Wu
7

GOTTLIEB
Eric Weiss
Jordan Cohen
Jon Dunlap
Danny Brack
Sahil Desai
Coby Mayhew
Anthony
LeBlanc

G1 + 3 people
26 Peter Erickson
12 Joey Cohen
12 Matt Connelly
9 Kris Williams
8 Evan Swartz
8 Ben Robinson

JACOB
SIGEL

8

30
20
19
18
6

30
30
14
13
8

31
19
14
10
9
9

BASKETBALL LADDER
JUNIOR LADDER
Brady Buckman
Austin Dodes
Will Stern
Brandon Buckman
Nick Akerstein
Estophenberg Acosta Lara
Will Kritzer
Houston Barenholtz
Max Brody
Juan Carlos Gonzales
Yasmo
Andrew Seifer
Jordan Colon
Joey LeBlanc
Tristin Goroshko
Nik Severino
Jacob Sigel
Sam Katz
Jordan Goldberg
Nick Shea
Matt Noah

SENIOR LADDER
Adam Josephson
Sam Miller
Evan Swartz
Joey Cohen
Zach Chason
Ian Finn
Mitchell Lesser
Coby Tippet
Sam Eggert
Jake Stetson
Farid Mawanda
Mike Katzen
Aaron Rappaport
Panharith Kong
Jalan Price
Sam Shapiro
Jack Lesser
Kevin Wu
Jack Meaney
Derek Supino
Gabe Sands
Dylan Nottingham
Raymond Wu
Jake Yezerski
Pascal Liang
Carl Hubbard
Javaughn Edmunds
Walden Ng
Walter Tom
Nate Wright
Peter Erickson
Craig Beberman
Noah Aspel
Matt Weisman
Sahil Desai
Aaron Stone
Anthony Shea
Mike Goroshko

STAFF LADDER
Kabir Moss
Josh Budimlija
Neil Sharma
Josué Seaone
Jarrid McElligott
Andrew Demarco
Barrett Wilson
Eric Lesser
Isaac Merson
Roque Reyes
Alex “James J.” Hebert
Brion Rock
Jake Ryter
Ben Grosser
Corey White
David Voshchin
Jeremy Zucker
Mike Messina
Todd “Money in the Bank”
Zucker
Borim “The Kid”
Jonah Rappaport
Joseph Zhang
Josh Singer
Danny Walsh
Michael Oliveri
Jeff Bernstein
Louis Shaevel

WIFFLEBALL LADDER
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Adam Josephson, Mitchel Lesser, Zach Chason,
Matt Connelly, Joey Cohen, Evan Swartz
Craig Beberman, Aaron Rappaport, Nate Wright
Ben Robinson, Peter Erickson, J.H. McBreen
Victor Svedloff, Alex Romantz, Jordan Chabot
Jack Meaney, Yanni Stasinos, Kyle Siegler
Ari Natansohn, Ben Burns, Zach Miller
Alex Joseph, Ben Kaplan, Max Brody
Will Stern, Jake Sigel, Andrew Seifer
Joey Tucker, Mike Goroshko, Aaron Stone
Nicholas Shea, Linden Tager, Anthony Shea
Will Kritzer, Sam Katz, Austin Ricker
Matt Fischer, Derek Supino, Jack Lesser
Sean Staples, Estophenberg Acosta Lara, Joey LeBlanc

TETHERBALL LADDER
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

JUNIOR LADDER
Brady Buckman
Houston Barenholtz
Jordan Goldberg
Yasin Mohamud
Alex Joseph
Estophenberg Acosta Lara
Max Brody
Sean Staples
Nick Akerstein
Jeremy Freed
Ben Keller
Matthew Noah

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

SENIOR LADDER
Sam Eggert
Adam Josephson
Jake Stetson
Jared Rose
Farid Mawanda
Kevin Wu
Ian Finn
Jake Coughlain
Jalan Price
Dana Staples
Ari Mayhew
Vajra Spring
Anthony Shea
Frank “the Tank” Dawson

5A SAYINGS AND WE LEAVES
5A Sayings
Eddie Benson- Where are my shoes? Get off my bed! It’s sunny out.
Grant Chaboudy- I’ll be in 1B. MESSI!
Kenny DeLeon- Huh? I drank a soda! Is it waterfront now?
Eduardo Souza- Can I have a fruit roll up? Singer, are you a Singer? Money!
Alex Hallion- I'm a lax bro! Can I play?
Mitch Aspinwall- Can I have a Mt. Dew? Can I go to the bathroom?
Alex Perlin- It wasn't me! That's not mine.
Jack McMahon- I know I’m good. Want some candy?
Charlie Kaldor- London was really fun! I'm the shortest kid here.
Jonathan Kraus- Wanna see my drawings? I'm faster than Eli.
Brandon Karp- Can I sit on your window sill? I'm basically staff.
Liam Rowland- Get off my bed, was that second bell?
Eli Criss- Wanna go play tennis? I can run there and back and not be tired.
Chris Connolly- I didn't do it. I’m going to visit my brother.
Ryan Karp- I just got back this morning. My toe is weird.
Linden Tager- Can I ref? I have a good waterfront announcement. On YOU!
Nick Shea- Get off my bed! I never had so much fun in my life.
Kaleb Decker- Is there still cake and milk during Color War? Why do you think it was me?
John McLaughlin- What? That worked out great.
Tristan Goroshko- My grandpa drives the truck. This is my crib.
Jeremy Freed- I can't wait to come back. I came in second!
Jordan Colon- What? I like running!
Kale Lloyd- I was in Ireland. That’s why I got here late.
Henry Aspinwall- Now I’m having fun.
SC Ian Solomon- "Mac Miller is terrible." “You're either on the field or you're not." "Don't get a
big head." "Can you say, Undertakers?" "5A staff, three-peat baby!"
2CIT Barrett Wilson- "KAY" "Cake and milk is AMAZING!" "5A's better than 5B." “I'm a third
year CIT"
1CIT Jonah Rappaport- "All my predictions are correct." "I’m not cleaning that up."
1CIT Joseph Zhang: "Camp is much better than Shanghai.” "Go to bed."

5A We Leaves
Eddie Benson - Sun tan lotion, sleeveless summer
Grant Chaboudy - Soccer Jerseys, 1B, his fan
Kenny DeLeon - His blanket, Mt. Dew
Eduardo Souza - Food, Connect 4, Italy
Alex Hallion - Lax, Hockey, blonde, Thunderstorms
Mitch Aspinwall - Mt Dew, the bathrooms, his shirt
Alex Perlin - candy, door bed, Febreeze
Jack McMahon - candy, dodge ball, Hockey
Charlie Kaldor - England, OS, Char-lay, futbol
Jonathan Kraus - drawing, running, top bunk by request
Brandon Karp - Barrett's understudy, staff, window sill
Liam Rowland - Rafterball, cleanup pro, waiter
Eli Criss - tennis, hair, letters
Chris Connolly- heart, bathroom mop, candy
Ryan Karp - toe, sweat pants at all times
Linden Tager - Lock Box, reffing, creating chants
Nick Shea - Mini-fridge, his brother
Kaleb Decker - Maine resident, new Chris
John McLaughlin - Swimming, the Club
Tristan Goroshko - sandals, hockey
Jeremy Freed - steeple chase, poster, mail
Jordon Colon - Sheets, great track day, song sheet
Kale Lloyd - fitting in well on the fly
Henry Aspinwall – great strides
5A STAFF
SC Ian Solomon - Football, Staff Room, classic rock, Vermont
2CIT Barrett Wilson - Maine, DW Coach, pushups, Wetsuit, Brandon, Arizonas, fridge
1CIT Jonah Rappaport - Staff of the week, predictions, staff room security, great 1st year
1CIT Joseph Zhang: Bunk Bed, late arrival, awesome first year on staff

5B SAYINGS AND WE LEAVES
Josh Kornbleuth- “I love to play all sports” “Who wants to…?” “West End is awesome” “Maybe I’ll
come back for Color War”
Needham all star, great energy and attitude, a terrific rookie year
Aaron Xu- “What movie are we watching tonight?” “Jake do the face” “Stop touching my stuff”
Josh Beckett shirt, energetic attitude, Adam, Corey, swimming, great first summer
Adam Zhou- “Can we play softball today?” “Who’s David Wong?” “Can I not shower tonight?”
12 under baseball, Oudom look alike, 10 and under sports dominance, wanting to go to the social, great
first summer, Aaron, Corey
Cory Zhou- “Can we play scrabble?” “Where’s counselor Nick?” “I run this cabin” “What’s Barrett’s
deal?”
Diary stories, origami, Adam, Aaron, quiet, first of hopefully many years to come
Devin Shaw- “What’s for lunch?” “I’m the MVP of World Cup”
Saving World Cup for Brazil, week 2 outstanding sportsman, Walpole, his redness and freckles, an
awesome first two weeks
Jake Sudkin- “I don’t wanna go to bed” “Showers, pshhh” “I’m from Natick, get at me!”
His Patriots hat, limitless supply of food, not going to bed, the next James Adams, at every general swim,
great second summer
Ben Grant- “Can we talk about the NBA?” “Check out my baseball card collection!” “What do I do for
cleanup?”
Baseball cards, Natick, ever persistent energy, basketball cards, an awesome first summer and a hopeful
return in 2012
Alex Durand- “My brother Tim...” “I’m from France, get at me!” “Bed sheets are overrated”
France, Tim, love for other cabins, Westendo dominance, always something to say, his white shirts, a
great rookie year
Brandon Buckman- “Desert War?” “What am I playing for leagues today?” “I’m leaving for a couple
days, or ten” “C’mon guys clean the bunk!”
Tommy Pickles, junior captain, week 7 junior OS, his leave of absence, the leader of the 5’s, his constant
energy, Brady and Austin, staff award, a great six weeks with many years ahead
Stuart Lustig- “We got a crazy team...” “I was shy last year” “Nicky Nicky Nicky Chin” “What’s for
dinner tonight boys?” “First on the bunk list baby!”
5B swag leader, Timber shirt + Timber pride, ET solo, future rapper, his brother Max, his family legacy,
frogs, a definite return for 2012
Will Kritzer- “What can I do to help?” “I’m an intermediate, get at me!” “What’s the score of the Red
Sox game?” “I’m in two fantasy football leagues”
Intermediate, best athlete in the 5’s, week six junior MVP, fantasy football magazines, Danny Bernard
look-alike, Directors’ award, swim dominance, an awesome second summer

Ben Kaplan- “Am I waiter tomorrow?” “Typical Brody” “Who wants to trade?” “How does my area
look?” “I drain from 3-point range, get at me!”
MVP of clean up, junior unsung hero, week six junior OS, Sharon pride, Watermelon dominance, the
second of many years at West End
Nick Akerstein- “Nah dawg” “I’m from southie, get at me!” “Me and Wahlberg are boys” “What’s at the
side table?” “What’s Nicky’s deal?” “Me and Stu...”
8 weeks, southie pride, always has gimp in hand, his wildlife collection, Josh Kornbleuth, Timber pride,
the staff table at KHOP, the first of many years at West End
Max Brody- “I’m tearing it up in Pop Warner this year” “I’m the next Urlacher, get at me!” “Yo Timo
Cruz...” “I’m showering in the morning” “I need staff water, you don’t understand!”
The build of a linebacker, CW dominance, his monster nightlight, popcorn, desire for staff water, loudest
singer on Immortals, junior captain, Timo Cruz pride, a great second summer with many years ahead
Yasin “Yasmo” Mohamud- “(seal bark)” “I dropped 50 in leagues today” “I’m a 5’s veteran, get at me!”
“Showering is overrated” “I spit fire every day”
Intermediate, 3rd year in the 5’s, 10 and under sports dominance, his Nowitzki jersey, coming and
leaving and coming back, Lewiston pride, a great 3rd summer and a definite return for 2012
Aidan Connelly- “Me and Joe...” “Top bunk, get at me!” “I’m a good swimmer, what can I say” “When’s
Color War gonna start?”
Sharing a bunk bed with Nicky, junior swim meet, not resembling his brothers, making a return for the
last 2 weeks, spelling bee winner, the first of many summers at West End
Joe Connelly- “You want a voltage?” “Me and Aidan” “I’ve never played a basketball game here” “I’m
better than my brothers!” “Oh yeah, Heart baby!”
His food, junior soccer, pitching a 3 hitter in junior softball, Lynnfield pride, his family legacy, an
awesome first year at West End
Austin Ricker- “Why am I at door bed?” “I’m nasty at hockey” “Can we play soccer today?” “I carried
Day last year during Desert War, get at me!”
Mansfield pride but an Eagle at heart, the switch from door bed to bottom bunk, junior soccer
dominance, junior track dominance, reading 300 books this summer, future NHL prospect, an awesome
3rd year with many years ahead
Sam Katz- “Yo I’ll match, I’m jacked” “What’s that under the bush?” “I do what I want, get at me!” “I’m
Sam Katz, get at me!” “Why can’t I climb in the rafters?”
The CD, junior CW dominance, fishing magazines, 5’s swag, Red Sox blanket, his sleeveless shirts, an
awesome second summer and a definite 2012 return
Diego Aspinwall- “I’m older and more mature than my brothers” “See you soon”
Star day camper, his easy going style, leader of his brothers, hopeful return as a full timer
Teddy McDonald- “I’m Danny Walsh’s cousin you know” “Where’s Danny?” “I’m not as homesick
anymore”
Making it for 2 weeks, early morning boat rides, Canton

5B STAFF
1CIT Jake Ryter- “He is as big as a bear!” “On my kitchen grind” “I never wake up the morning
after a day of kitchen” “White Corrupt baby!” “Can’t wait for UCONN with my boy Ferestien”
“Chill Sesh 2011” “I’m tryin’ to look fresh today”
His extensive snapback collection, his impressions, dedicated Jr. league coach, dat_ner_flow,
getting lucky, 4 week streak, Roque, Josue and Jarrid (the kids), Shawn Cronin look-alike,
camp’s comic relief, color peace, a great 9th summer with many years of staff to come
2CIT Jarrid McElligott- “Yuppppppp” “Nicky Chin, on his grind” “I’m a baller, what can I say”
“Too good to be true” “I’m in if Ting’s in.” “the baller Bernstein.” “Westendo should not be in
Desert War.”
DW coach for Soul, draining 3’s for another summer, love for mac miller, color peace, the
mainstay of the Easton crew, bball reffing swag, co-creator of the superheroes, Barrett and
Roque, an awesome 2nd year on staff and a definite return for 2012
SC Neil Sharma- “This morning’s junior league schedule!” “Don’t wake me up in the morning”
“Barrett, don’t yell at my campers” “Put on the spins!” “Time to not go home” “What’s your
deal?” “THIS AINT OVER!!!!!”
Blue Timber soccer coach, junior/intermediate league commissioner, 15 and under basketball
coach, self-proclaimed alma matter king, coach carter quotes, White Champions snapback, love
for Katy Perry, skirmishes with Barrett, never going home, Bionicles, laundry tasting goodies, BRock, making fun of Todd, Doomsday and Timber pride, 8 amazing summers, and a very hopeful
return

1B SAYINGS AND WE LEAVES
Jeff Santos- “Huh,” general goofiness, his hoops
Alex von Stange- “Where are my glasses?” losing his glasses for 95% of the session and finding
them under his bed, reading, karate
Anthony Abreu- “Nah mean,” talking about the social, Keefe Tech
Richard Young- “Why are you guys on my bed?” His mini guitar, ginger ale, hopeful return
Tygre Collins- “You guys are weird,” a hopeful return in 2012
Alex Johnson- “Can I keep my reading lights on?” Halo Lego figures
Asa Cressey- “I did do middle aisle,” Absence during cleanup, knowing the employees at the
general store
Jacoby Thompson- “Hey…. Scramble this rubix cube for me,” coming back for his stuff
Andrew Swingle- “Top bunk bed is the best,” Door Bed, playing rafter ball
Almonte Hank- “I’m little B-Rock,” Lax Brotha
Jeremy Kaldor- “Charlie,” Reading, Hopeful return for 2012
Jared Diamond- “I want more cereal,” playing rafter ball, great hair
Teddy Donnellan- “I would have lax flow but I had to cut it off for football camp,” Lax Bro
Nick Fygetakis-Mandell- “I love my twin brother Michael,” Lax Bro
Michael Fygetakis-Mandell - “I love my twin brother Nick,” Lax Bro
Brendan Flood- “I can’t wait for Desert War,” Portland Sea Dogs hat
Tommy Connolly- “I’m going to hang out with my brother in 5A,” Tic Tacs
Kyle Hirshom- “I am definitely going to come back for Color War,” baseball, hopeful return
Adam Freedman- “When is Desert War going to start,” questions, great athlete
Daniel Beckett- “I am way better than my older brother Joey,” having lax flow
Jack McDonough- “Can everybody please quiet down,” Red Sox hat
Isaac Hiller- “I don’t want a barbeque, I’m a vegetarian,” Easy Mac

Cam Deluca- “Let me buy your shoes,” playing basketball in the Rec Hall every night, his black
yellow Nike shoes and his Pittsburgh hat, beating Jake in the steeple chase
Matt Leppo- “I want to be in the Marines,” “I don’t know about you… but I’m about to…,”
Working out and running, Winning the Mid Senior distance
Jake Coughlin- “Na Na,” worst aisle in camp, losing to Cam in the steeple chase, Sharon
football
Mark Karmiy- “Are you kidding me,” wrong way in song night, thinking he is going to the NBA
Frank “The Tank” Dawson- “I see how it is,” Black and Yellow Wiz Khalifa Shirt, Hot topic
apparel
Edward Friedman- “Oh my god guys, I’m not mean,” packages every day, writing 2 letters each
day, being a great senior in Color War, number 1 on the bunk list and a great rookie summer
Andrew Kern- “Can I lay on your bed during the movie, Shin?” Lacrosse and Xaverian clothing,
watching movies in 1A
Matt Weisman- “That’s very and wicked cool” “Chris Brown is the greatest artist… ever,”
Dancing, Chris Brown, Holla at Me, Fitted Hats
Luke Shapiro- “Guys let’s get up and clean the bunk,” Trying to run cleanup, winning the steeple
chase in color war
Craig Beberman- “That’s when you know” “Can I change the song? (no) Why not?” Always
having a great attitude, huge sour patch bag,
Noah Aspel- “Give me some food now,” always resting during cleanup, a hopeful return in 2012
Shin Tsjusimura- (1CIT) “Clean the bunk now?” “Off of my bed!” Sleeping, guitar, “Noodle,”
one of West End’s Superheroes
Corey White- (1CIT) “Can I please move to 3-dog???” Christian Dior Denim Flow, being kicked
out of 2-dog, one of West Ends Superheroes
Brion Rock (SC) “That’s weird because…” “Feed me” “Tonight’s night activity is…” Having
the loudest voice in camp, Timber, overpacking for camp, and a hopeful return in 2012

2A SAYINGS AND WE LEAVES
Alan Qiu - “Charles Chew” An answer to every question
Addison Antico - “Do I have to?” His Wayland buddies
Dan Lavenson - “Dyylan” His Wayland buddies
Anthony Berganza - “Do you need me to translate that?” His cousin and friends from the club
Joey Lydon - “What’s for leagues today?” A great World Cup, his brother’s cameo appearance
Carlos Vives - “El diablo for Mountain Dew” Canteen, soccer, and Spain
Ethan Siedman - “How much longer?” A better second 2 weeks, good sports skills
David Netburn - “No Way!!! You cheated” A great Sudbury representative, his glasses
Andrew Hallion - “I’m like the best softball player in here” Great homesickness comeback story
Oudom Seang - “Can you tell him to get off my bed?” Veteran junior
Estophenberg Acosta Lara - “When can I get my day off?” 8 week rookie club kid
Cade Ruffing - “Wanna play 1 on 1?” Moving to NY but hopeful return
Declan Donovan - “But dude...” Great leader of hopeful young Westboro contingent
Zeke O'Connell - “Can I bat cleanup?” Eating more than he thought he would
Chris DiPietrantonio - “I want to go waterskiing again!” Pride in his 7 syllable surname
Chace Khan - “No that’s not how you play, guys” Another great 2A rookie
Will Stern - “You want to do a 3 on 3 volleyball?” A roller coaster ride of a season
Ben Keller - “When are we doing tubing?” Cape Elizabeth via Delaware, summers at WEHC
Ben Weiss - “Can I keep my flashlight on?” Always cool, calm, and collected
Jordan Goldberg - “I'll give you chips if you stop” His game ending omelette web gem
Matt Noah - “No! I'm next in the shower” Great sophomore season
Jacob Sigel - “When is Color War?” Room on his trophy shelf
Drew Siefer - “My leg’s okay” Great spirit and love of WEHC
Cole Lepler - “Can I visit my other friends in 5B” The best Lepler at camp
Blake Masse - “My grandparents used to cook here” Chilling at the benches with Steve or Bill
SC Dylan Doyle - “The new archery stuff is cool” Certifications in archery and lifeguarding
SC Josh “Budinga” Budimlija - “The Brewers are going all the way!” Great rookie staff member
1CIT Michael Oliveri - “Where’s my…..?” Archery, chess, and lost and found frequent flyer

2B SAYINGS AND WE LEAVES
Liam Flood -“This is the softest pillow” “Get off my bed please”
Junior repeat spelling bee winner, dominant handball player, great sophomore year
Patrick Manning -“Can we put on some biggie?” “I hate this song, put on some Eminem”
Dominant junior, Yankees fan, mustache, Sam Fortier, hopeful returning camper
Jordan Sarnie -“Ewwww,” “I want to play soccer” “I need a straw”
Love for gold rush, pink straws, pillow pet, junior mvp, great soccer player, great first year
Noah Criss -“Are you a CIT?” “Want to play me in tennis?”
Tim Breckwoldt, tennis, Sam and Eli, great summer
Tim Breckwoldt -“I need some food” “Noah, let’s go play tennis”
Noah Criss, Scott, Winchester, great summer
Will Russo -“Can I have some food?” “I’m going to see Matt”
Matt Russo, twin, great first year
Tom Bull -“I may want to stay longer”
South Africa, outstanding junior, great soccer player, great first year
Austin Dodes -“Oops” “Braaady” “You shoot I shoot”
Brady, days off, tool box of candy, 25 points in CW basketball, another great summer
Brady Buckman -“Hee hee…FUNNY” “Get off my bed” “Austin lets go play”
Austin, tool box of candy, days off, Brandon, great second summer
Alex Joseph- “Get off my bed!” “Don’t take my stuff”
Brady, Austin, stash of sodas, great summer
Sean Staples -“For Sparta!!!!!!” “Baby, I’m gonna butter your biscuit” “My brother Ryan….”
Dana, swag, talking about his brother Ryan, loud voice, great rookie season
Juan Carlos Gonzales -“We goin clubbin Spink?” “Wanna mess?” “Respect me”
Dominant athlete, disturbed shirt, great summer
Joey LeBlanc -“Why am I doing 3 jobs?” “Everybody clean!”
Cleaning skills, Anthony, great summer
Houston Barenholtz -“I have a question…”
Love for scary stories, Dan Law golf academy hat, elite 8, and great first summer
Niko Severino -“Get off my bed” “Juan, don’t touch my stuff”
Marvin Martion hat, mustache, great first summer
James Lee -“Egg…roll” “Kentony!”
Kentony, root beer, great rookie summer
Kentony Chau -“Louis, you killed my donut” “Ben, you ate my donut” “My donut”
Pop ems, James, scary stories, great first summer

Tim Durand -“I know I’m fast” “This softball is fun”
Great representative of France, easy going manner, hopefully many years to come
Peter Gallagher -“Tim and Noah are my friends from Winchester” “My brother should’ve come”
Winchester stuff, another quality 2B rookie
Sam Fortier -“When’s Desert War?” “Pat, let’s go to the rec hall”
Brooklyn represent, terrific sophomore summer
Dylan O’Brien -“Jordan, this place is cool.” “What do we do in World Cup?”
Quiet and mature, great athlete, awesome first summer
Dakota Wharton -“Steve, it’s fun like you said at my house” “I’ll ask about coming back for Color War”
Reading and writing, very smart and thoughtful, hopefully many more years to come
Kentony Chau -“Louis, you killed my donut” “Ben, you ate my donut” “My donut”
Pop ems, James, scary stories, great first summer
Ben Delarippa -“My parents are doctors” “I think my friends from home would like it here””
Smiling and having fun, great first summer
Kentony Chau -“Louis, you killed my donut” “Ben, you ate my donut” “My donut”
Pop ems, James, scary stories, great first summer
Russo St. Fort -“I’m the oldest one in the bunk” “Tom, when you are juggling fire?”
His special intro at the Breakfast, asking for more weeks
Kentony Chau -“Louis, you killed my donut” “Ben, you ate my donut” “My donut”
Pop ems, James, scary stories, great first summer
Josh St. Germain -“I’m Josh; he’s Jonah” “See you in the rec hall”
His twin brother, friends from the club, and a solid rookie year
Jonah St. Germain -“I’m Jonah; he’s Josh” “Can I borrow…?”
Like his brother, a great addition to camp
Jack Dolan -“I was a bit nervous at first but I love camp ” “I’ll be back”
Great Medfield representative, 12 and under star
John Edward Glascock -“I’m sorry I missed last year” “Maybe I’ll come back for Color War”
Not missing a beat from his rookie year

2B STAFF
1CIT Louis Shaevel -“No no no no no” “When they’re that big I am,” “How do I have kitchen
again?”
Keys to canoe, great CIT, CW football ref, reading at the benches
1 CIT Ben Grosser -“Do you like gapin?” “Dodes say “oops” “I don’t get Canadian bacon….it’s
just ham”
Lebowski, Benji, floppy disk, great CIT
SC Doug Spink -“Wake me up at…” “Yes I’m off” “Grosser, your legacy would be so much
better …”
Hairy legs, Timber coach, Zach Chason, 1A, bongo fun with 1A, Hoosiers
SC Tom Charot -“Anyone who wants to be in the juggling show, meet me in the council ring”
“Steve, the fire juggling is safe.”
Paris star, great addition for the success of camp

3A SAYINGS AND WE LEAVES
SAYINGS
Brendan Sanders - “Rafter baseball anyone?”
Brady Hanlon - “Wanna play rafter ball?” “Who is Danny Brack?”
Shea Welch - “Quietness… Smile”
Nick Dolan - “Do you think I look like a turtle?”
Noah Kopf - “Umm, I’ll think about it”
Matt Moriarty - “Safety” “I know”
Jacob Denning - “Hey guys…”
Eamonn McQuaid - “Can we watch a movie?” “Can I go back to the bunk?”
Patrick O’Toole - “Can you bring us on the Bongo today?”
James McMahon - “Can I not be number 2?” “Why not?”
Cole Stearns - “Can we request music?”
Trav Devlin - “I am a ginger as you can see, and my soul is blue” “My girlfriend…”
Matt Russo - “I’m going to visit my brother in 2B”
Alex Kraus - “Can we go on the Bongo during rest period?”
Justin Smith - “I can’t come back for the next two weeks”
Joey Beckett - “Why is everything yours?”
Max Curran - “I live down the street from Babson and am neighbors with their baseball coach”
Malachi Toby - “You’re just jealous about my hair”
Anthony Shea - “Noo!” “Get off my bed!”
Nik Apfelbacher - “Anyone wanna play Chinese poker?”
Aaron Stone - “Anthony get off my bed”
Ari Natansohn - “This one time on my town basketball team and baseball team…”
Zach Miller - “How did the Red Sox do last night?”
Karl Hubbard - smile… (Silence)
David Wong - “I am not in 3B”
Joey Tucker - “You can’t take my right to speak away, the third amendment guarantees me that”
Mike Goroshko - “Oh! That’s cool”
Ben Burns - “Why is Shivers mad at me”
Sam Shapiro- “Next year I’m staying for Color War too”
STAFF
SC Jeff Bernstein - “Get up!” “No you cannot watch a movie tonight” “I love all my campers
equally,” “You have temporarily lost your privilege to speak.”
2CIT Ben Eggert - “If you guys don’t respect Jeremy, you’re all going to bed at 10”
1CIT Jeremy Zucker - “Hey guys quiet down,” “Joey get on your bed!!!”

WE LEAVES
Brendan Sanders - Good taste in music, camo shorts
Noah Kopf - Reading, book knowledge/interest, great athlete and overall camper, MVP
Shea Welch - Bathing suit every day, model camper
Nick Dolan - Friendly to everyone, all star cleaner upper
Brady Hanlon - Great love for rafter ball, Danny Brack look alike, happy
Max Curran - Nate Wright look alike, sleep walking, athletic
Matt Moriarty - great kid, great effort in everything he does, family West End legacy
Jacob Denning - stepped up in sophomore year, smart
Eamonn McQuaid - hoping to watch movies regardless of clean up score, his West Roxbury buds
Patrick O’Toole - incredible leader, good athlete, always funny
James McMahon - lots of energy, hard worker, great sense of humor
Cole Stearns - drums, good music, hopeful return for him
Trav Devlin - glasses, ginger, Connors cousin, girlfriend
Matt Russo - Twin, calm, all around cool kid
Alex Kraus - intelligent, Connecticut native, great ambassador for WEHC
Justin Smith - knee brace, camp birthday, always tries his hardest
Joey Beckett - one of the top soccer players in camp, strong will
Malachi Toby - dreadlocks, grandma Toby’s amazing cookies, Houston, Texas
Anthony Shea - baseball sheets, being on other peoples’ beds, great softball skills
Nik Aepfelbacher - Oregon native, very intelligent, Pinky
Aaron Stone - fast runner, good athlete, terrific rookie year
Ari Natansohn - high squeaky voice, sports trivia expert
Zach Miller - extreme baseball knowledge, another great Wellesley representative
Karl Hubbard - quiet awesomeness, extreme dribbling on basketball court
David Wong - neatest made bed in bunk, the Wong Bomb
Joey Tucker - enjoys dressing in all yellow, like a banana
Mike Goroshko - hard worker, younger brother, his uncles Luke and Zach
Ben Burns - good football player, awesome rookie year
Sam Shapiro – an excellent 6 weeks, top athlete, many more years to shine at West End
STAFF
Jeff Bernstein - movie collection, music collection, camera
Ben Eggert - camera, lactose buddies with Ryan
Jeremy Zucker – his guitar, his brother Todd, and a great future at WEHC

3B SAYINGS AND WE LEAVES
Calvin Lok– “Stop this is my area!” “Oww, why am always getting hit by tennis balls?!”
Gavin Healy– “Do you have kids by MGMT?” “When’s the next general swim?”
Alex Su– “We lost by 26 points” “Nobody on our team wanted to win” Always smiling
Diego Rivera– “Why didn’t World Cup have any soccer?” “Why are you so overpowered?”
Rolando Flores– “Can we watch cars?” Shirt with his name on it the first day
Joe Rowland– “I’m not sure” Reading a book almost every day
Noah Stonehill– “Adam why are you always instigating with bigger kids” “Anyone wanna play
Chinese poker” Terrific rookie year
Adam Kimball– “Do we have leagues or waterfront?” “Are those my bucky balls?” Blinding
lamp, great attitude
Walden Ng– “Its cause I’m …!” “Guess what…chicken butt” “I’m a boss,” Family of the year
Dylan Nottingham– “Do you have any Eminem” “Do you even know what that is?” “POWER
OUTAGE” Bunk bed fort, plugging in fans
Jack Lesser– “LET’S GO!!” “I know who’s coaching Color War” “DO YOUR JOBS,” Eric’s
bar mitzvah pillow
Raymond Wu– “Do you know where the Chapstick is?” “OFF MY BED” Giving away fat-free
food
Zach Zysk– “What the heck?” “OH I heard about that!” Bunk bed with Nicky Chin
Pascal Liang– “Ooo yes yes” “I don’t understand you” Chinese tea, Senior Rookie of the Year,
saving Moose, Italy World Cup shirt
Gabe Sands– “Can we listen to the playlist?” “Is that my tennis ball!” Random noises, dance
parties in the middle aisle
Gabe Leppo– “I got MVP again” “Oh nooooo” “Actually that’s true” Giant tennis ball, trades
for a single bed
Jake Yezerski– “It’s getting old now” “I know, people don’t forget” “Can I turn the bug light
on?” Fishing rod, but never wanted to fish
Sam Wong– Silence, math books, history of world warfare knowledge

Alex Romantz– “HI DEMARCO” “I won on Disturbed” Another awesome season
Evan Vale– “Will you take me fishing,” “I had my Bar Mitzvah in Alaska; that’s why I came to
camp late” “ When’s Color War?” “Megan Fox” Basketball shoes
Walter Thom– “What’s the night activity?” “ aaaahhh” Tennis balls, great club representative
Chris Madden– “I want to stay longer, but I have to go to France” “I’ll be back” Friends in 3A
and 3B, terrific sophomore season
Jimmy Melican– “I had baseball, but I’m happier to be here” “When’s Desert War” A short but
fun WEHC season, hopeful return
STAFF
1CIT Mike “Moose” Messina- “I’ll do whatever you need me to do” Great CIT year, hopes to
return for 2012 and for years to come
1CIT Nick “Nicky” Chin- “Why does everyone sing that?” “Okay…” His dry sense of humor
SC Todd Zucker – “That’s awesome” “Raymond!!!” Hopes to return and coach in 2012,
announcing the “West End Computer,” Coaching South Africa
SC Andrew DeMarco – “Umm, ok” Great Senior League Commissioner, amazing Mystery
Question selections, White Immortals HC, 3-0 coaching CW

4A WE LEAVES AND SAYINGS
Ben Soloman: The King.
“Hey, I am from Portland too!”
Ben Rexer: Silent Soccer Sniper
“Jorge… Jorge… Say that again”
Cole Brightbill: Guitar at rest period. 1½s off the diving board. Freestyle scary story
“This is the song I play with my band.”
Devin Saunders: Insane Clown Posse
“I’m done with my area, can I go?”
Anthony Ross: Goldberg. Super quiet laugh
“Ahhh, do you see those rims?”
Chris Kuang: Boston Bruins. Clinic
“Isaaaaac Merson” “Yes, Chris?” “Nothing”
Alex Smith-Lin: Wiffle ball,. Red Sox, Phantom
“Yankees STINK!”
Frankie Culhane: Golden Sweatshirt, Tribe Called Quest?
“Can I go to the courts?” “Who wants to go to the rec hall with me?”
Luke Stillman- Music
“Guys… Guys” “Kabir, can you take us tubing in the morning?”
Jorge Vives- Rubix Cube, Kabir’s bed, Fabreze
“For a few bucks.” “Quiet… all the cabin”
Max Robert- Lacrosse stick. Desert War Defense
“You’re not allowed to call it LAX if you don’t play lacrosse.”
Andrew Mastrangelo- Outstanding Senior, Being a box, Doing other people’s jobs
“Whaaat?” “No, no, no, this is what really happened…” “Vajra wake up…” “ No Vajra didn’t
come to set up this morning.”
Aaron Karasik- Desert War.
“That’s RIGHT (Katzen) sit DOWN!”
Craig Titus- Talking in his sleep
“Everyone BE QUIET!”
Jack Donaldson: Jersey Boy. Lightning, Lacrosse, the Fro
"What? But that trash wasn't mine!" "Do we still get to watch a movie tonight?"
Jordan Chabot: Tough luck at times. Only person who can stay in the bunk after finishing his job.
"Vajra is 4-0 and I was 0-4... One of our streaks had to end this year. Too bad it was mine."

Conor Hill- Changing bunks in less than a week
"What the heck is going on?" "What's up, DAWWG?"
Max Lustig - Puppet shows, plunger
"Someone clog the toilet so I can fix it." "Stu is already better than me at soccer."
Jack Meaney - Throw back color war tees. Celtics bunk basketball hoop. Senior Distance
“..... Color War........ Color War. Remember?..."
Jordan Leppo - TPX bat, Elite 8, 13 and Under Baseball
"Do I have mess hall?"
Vajra Spring - Shoulder shrug
Kyle Siegler – Great rookie year. Mid senior, Jersey Boy
"Oh my god, Yanni's …”
Yanni Stasinos- Jersey Boy, Flow, Lacrosse Pennies, Color War Senior Football
"You’re boring me Yanni." "What?" "You’re boring me Yanni" "What?" "Gotta have more than
what." "What?"
Matt Fischer - Jersey Boy, Orange Lacrosse Tee, Blue Nikes, Sharing a trunk with Jack
"OOOHHHH MY GAWWWWWWWWWWD SOUUUUUUPIEEE!"
Victor Svedloff - Door Bed, Rookie Year, Chinese Poker, Perfectly White blanket
"Can you dunk? Try to dunk it." "Play the 2, you should play the 2"
Derek Supino- Unsung hero
“I’d rather be here than at the beach”

STAFF
Isaac Merson - Making fun of Kabir's vocab, Dancing moves, Letting Hebert use his computer for Garage
Band, Leagues Coach
"Are you done with your job?" "I have a double tonight, can they watch a movie?" "What's up,
soooon?"
Alex Hebert - Using Isaac's Garage Band, Playing Guitar, Coaching Desert War for Heart (almost
passing out trying to coach the Ironman), Leagues Coach
"No, this is how you mop." "Ah, listen to this [guitar] solo." "Oh, NOOOOO…(in regards to his
throw in disc golf)"
Kabir Moss - Waking his CIT's every morning so they didn't sleep past second bell, "Rolling in the Deep,"
Actually winning a game with 15and Under this year, Coaching Desert War for Heart
"What are you doing? If you did your job right the first time, instead of puddling around, you
would be done." "Why not just do it right?" "Second bell..... GET OUT THE BUNK!"

4B SAYINGS AND WE LEAVES
SAYINGS

























Lawrence Roberts: “VIVA!!”
Colton Finn: “Who, me?” “This is my sister, cute huh? This is my other sister, also cute huh?
I know, I am cute as well!”
Dana Staples: “I’m not Sean’s brother” “Sean Staples really is my brother.”
Tur Woods: “Say it to my face” “You know I’m right!”
Ben Richards: “I know CPR” “I want to go biking”
John Stewart: “It was Jalan” “My humps, my humps, my humps. Check it out!”
Kevin Wu: “Oh my god Raymond!”
Eric Benninghoff: “Come on guys! Be reasonable.”
Laurence Roberts: “I’m from Weston, Connecticut.”
Denicio Campozano: “I’d like to say something, but I don’t know what.”
Jake Connors: “Is my hair straight?”
James Swingle: “You broke my hat? Okay I’ll take this UConn hat, it does look better!”
Leo Kotomori: “Hahahaha, stop it!”
Coby Tippett - “Want an Arnold Palmer?”, “WOLFPACK!”
Jalan Price - “oooooh,” “Did you hear what Kevin said?”
Tom Fu - “We are THREE HAPPY SINGLE MEN!!” “Nice night for a walk”
Kevin Rivera - “Awww Snap”
Matt Heim - “Do you know my brother Reid?”
Tyler Smith- “Quiet Bryce,” “I’m way better than Bryce and Coby”
Bryce Smith - (Insert random sound effect), “Quiet Tyler”
Brandon McCrory - “I’m from Cambridge,” “What’d you say Jalan?”
Javaughn Edmonds - “Wanna play ball?” “Yea right”
James Dunlea - “Stop Bryce”
Spencer Quist - “My goggles are at the bottom of the lake”

STAFF


Joshua Singer SC- “Stop and listen” “Clean the bunk!!”



Thibaut Rochette SC- “Guys, I need your attention” “Thank you”



Josue Seone 1CIT- “Let’s play soccer”



Zach Borim 1CIT- “Stop Jalan,” “Are you serious?” “Off my bed”

WE LEAVES
 Lawrence Roberts: goggles; good first year
 Colton Finn: left earring; lax piney; the bro
 Dana Staples: Sean’s brother
 Tur Woods: pants; belly button; break dancing; letters from Waukeela; the next Chris Tucker
 Ben Richards: Arguments; bike tricks; beef jerky
 John Stewart: the daily show; blaming things on Jalan; the new Beyoncé
 Kevin Wu: The Wu rules
 Eric Benninghoff : Impeccable
 Laurence Roberts: UConn hats
 Denicio Campozano: Another great year
 Jake Connors: There is a terrific kid behind the hair.
 James Swingle: There is terrific kid behind the glasses.
 Leo Kotomori: Call him Kotomori, Leo Kotomori. It is hard to believe but he is not James
Bond.
 Coby Tippett: great athlete, Mid Senior Captain, awesome year, ridiculous amount of clothes
for camp
 Jalan Price: Mid Senior Captain, orange lax stick, hot sauce
 Tom Fu: legend, pirates of the Caribbean theme song, insect assassin
 Kevin Rivera: ironman, good 1st year
 Matt Heim: Color War distance, awesome year
 Tyler Smith: Sharon wolfpack, great athlete, good 1st year
 Bryce Smith: blocking Josephson, great Hood game, great Desert War and Color War
 Brandon McCrory: Hood, Vanilli Chavez, hot sauce
 Javaughn Edmonds: basketball, door bed
 James Dunlea: soccer, good 1st year
 Spencer Quist: goggles, hopeful return, great attitude
STAFF


Joshua Singer SC- protein, White Immortals SB coach



Thibaut Rochette SC- Ran Desert War and Domination, among other major contributions



Josue Seone 1CIT- Squanto



Zach Borim 1CIT- Game saving Watermelon championship catch

1A SAYINGS AND WE LEAVES
SAYINGS
Eric McNeilly - “Kon!” “What did you just say!?!” “Oh my lantis”
Jahsiah Toby - “I don’t dig on swine” “That was trippy” “I’ll shoot him on general principle”
Juan Henao - “Hey Jared, quiet” “I love you bro”
Mitchell Lesser- “Get off me” “What’s your deal bro?” “Farid! Find my ball”
Ian Finn - “ZZZZzzzz…” “Is this a sick cruel joke to you?” “Get off my bed” “Head, Heart, and
Hustle”
Aaron Rappaport - “I hate you” “What the heck” “I’m a ball hawk, that’s what I am”
Jacob Stetson - “Are you serious?” “I am #2 on the Iron man board…” “What is that?”
Nate Wright - “It’s not the kind of hurt where you’re like oww, it’s the kind of hurt where you’re
like yes” “Oops! I dropped it again.”
Adam Josephson - “Let me dissterminate it” “Jared you’re right! Samoset was so good, that’s
why it closed down” “OTW babbbyyyy”
Sam Eggert - “Show some respect” “Like a boss” “Hustle loyalty respect” “Wanna see about it
tough guy?”
Zach Chason - “Panyarith,” “Let’s go to 2B” “Let me talk to Jack” “Darkness”
Jared Rose - “At Samoset….” “I don’t like Color War” “ehehehehehehohohohohoooheh”
Panharith Kong - “Where Lenny?” “Come on Eggert” “Tootsie roll”
Farid Mawanda - “And?” “You know, you know” “Shalaylee, shabadelaya!” “It’s cause I’m …”
Mike Katzen - “I will never give up on you Sharma!” “Don’t worry, I’m a lifeguard” “In 3 years
when I coach Color War I’m going to use Doomsday’s song night.”
Shawn Asuka - “Moooo!!!” “Be Quiet!” “Pass the juice!”
Josh Mazur - “Can I stay longer? “Oops, I’m booked”
Roque Reyes - “I’m too tired” “Get out” “Get up” “Get your feet off my pillow” “Yay I’m off”
“ZZZZzzzzz… clean the bunk ZZZZZzzzzzz….” “Farid get off my bed”
David Voshchin - “Get off my bed!” “W bros for life” “Becca this Brittany that” “Put on
Superbass” “I am irate right now” “It was egregious”

WE LEAVES
Eric McNeilly - Water Basketball, not pronouncing NG’s, Free throws, Lenny
Jahsiah Toby - Damien, Ziggy, Bob, Rastafarian, Tubing, Door Bed
Juan Henao - Megan, Football, dancing, ballet, N*SYNC
Mitchell Lesser - Orange Lacrosse ball, Line leader for the 8th year in a row, Being the best Lesser, Talia,
Another great year at WEHC
Ian Finn - f50’s, Harry Potter, soccer ball, hair, pawning noobs, Voshchin
Aaron Rappaport - Shutting down half a field for QB’s, Island, Coby, Being a ball hawk, being mean to
Voshchin
Jacob Stetson - Dominating the Iron man, MSC, Soccer, working out with Ian Finn
Nate Wright - Catching the Hail Mary pass in double coverage with no time left in the High Senior
football game to win the game, Josephson
Adam Josephson - Nate, HSC on White Immortals, Working out, eating ridiculous amounts of food,
James J. Josephson
Sam Eggert - Being a hilarious Spink in the skit, Dance parties with Jared, Kong
Zach Chason - HSC on Blue Timber, W Bros for life, 2 dog for the 10th year in a row, Westborough, Tshirt trade with Bill, Spink, Voshchin
Jared Rose - Baseball, AAU, Days off, Dance parties with Eggert
Panharith Kong - Ian, Roque, McNeilly, 15 and under, 13 and under, another great year at WEHC
Farid Mawanda - Roque’s bed, speaking gibberish, 1B, 13 and under football, dancing, cat daddy
Mike Katzen - staff, fishing, Doomsday, staff, Fridge, table
Shawn Asuka - Man of many languages, China, Japan, Newton, Wei Wei, Senior Football game, Speed
Josh Mazur- His muscle shirts, quiet and solid presence
STAFF
Roque Reyes - Josue, 1st year coaching CW, Farid, Ian, Kong, Only JC in camp, Staff Volleyball, Sailing
David Voshchin - Biggest winner Steve knows, Spink, Color war entrance redemption, Hair, Bandannas,
Guitar, Waukeela counselors, HC Blue Timber, Becca, Driving the boats, Football, Daddy

GOTTLIEB SAYINGS AND WE LEAVES
James Alves: “Yah don’t say that I can’t wait to watch movies”
Stutter, NTC, Siham
Edmilson Barbosa: “oooooh tanif”
Knockout
Momo: “What you say?”
Founder of NTC
Aaron Coss: “Mama”
NTC, not cleaning
Lorenz Graham: “Ayyo little mermaid”
Singing Bieber, under his bed
Kevin Chen: “I kicked the fabreze”
Spending too much money on food at laundry
Seth Clark: “I swear I was just sleeping”
Vikitus, going home at laundry
Ignacio De La Torre: “Steve, can we skype our family in Spain?”
His beard, juggling, another great year
Jordy Cohen: “Brain!” “Handplay” “Who wants some of my candy?”
His guitar, lacrosse pinnies
Eric Weiss: “Hey guys look at me!... oh hey bill” “Take my shirt off... take it off again”
Visits from Bill, perfect timing, Ryan impressions, hitting rim
Sahil Desai: “This is mad awkward, B-Rock” “I want to be a CIT because it’s better”
Intense swimming skills, Dunlap’s competition
Jacob Kramer: “Ethan, let’s play.”
One handed fish catch, card tricks
Wei Wei Wan: “B-Rock is going to be so mad if we lose!”
Chilling on the porch, taking showers at midnight, poems and letters
Dylan Ansel-Kelly: “Hey kid”
The best A-K?
Noah Mark: “Sup?” “Word!” “Well I think we’re doing well”
Wandering around, his beautiful hair, his walk

Jon Dunlap: “Oh Peterrr!” “Speedos aren’t that weird”
Best swimmer, “hurt” ankle, large mattress, chips and salsa, the white mamba
Jason Feldman: “Evan, you took my spot in G1” “Wait, you’re gonna pay me back, riiiiight?”
Easy mac, lifejacket, faces, large mattress
Ian Delaney: “Chicka-chicka Sam Miller” “Dunlap, if you do that again...”
Bucky, sleeping a lot
Anthony Leblanc: “That’s, that’s like... that’s $250!!” “Come from outer space,”
Toilet unclogger, alma-mater piano solo, rafter baseball
John Henry McBreen: “Can I DJ?” “Get me some queso”
Regretting leaving right before color war, allergies, lasagna, helicopter dance
Sam Miller: “Get off my bed!” “You’re my daddy” “What’s the password?”
Leaving right before color war, very comfortable bed
Ben MacDonald: “Prepare yourself, Aaron” “Wanna hear a funny joke?”
Iron man, human centipede impersonation
Sam Criss: “Barrett, let’s play tennis!”
Great camper and family, 2012 leader hopefully
Scott Breckwoldt: “Everybody wins!” “West End House Camp won”
His sweatshirt, another great year
Danny Brack: “I just finished another 1000 page book”
Youngest kid in Gottlieb, great high senior year, food on the sides of his mouth, juice
mustache, sweaty
Aaron Promer: “New Hampshire’s not that bad” “Yeaaa!” “Hey, lemme see!”
Texans hat, prom-dog
Coby Mayhew: “Jon Dunlap...” “Pink stinks... Katy Perry’s better”
Song Night solo, double mattress, katy perry
Austin Plachy: “Shee-shee!” “BRAAACK!!”
Voshchin impression, unfortunate Color War limitations, handling things with class
Keith Denning: “No, I will not do the worm”
The social, great camper, hopeful return
Kris Williams: “That’s ignorant!” “Kewwwl”
Matching shirts and shorts, Song Night solo, ripped shorts

Ben Robinson: “Noah...Mehrk” “WHATCHA DO...?” “You weren’t even there!”
Gimp, Degrasse, Schrader, Larry, tinkle
Joey Cohen: “B-b-b-bum!” “Sam Eggert!” “Meowmeowmeow” “Peter, do you like Color War?”
“Peter, you have 4 seconds to...”, “... Keith Denning”
His fridge
Evan Swartz: “Say it, say it, do the act” “My buddy Mike Schloss...” “There are a lotta jerks in
West Boca”
West Boca, laundry door, #4, wiffleball, a great comeback year
Peter Erickson: “Happy birthday to me...” “Weird noises” “OOHHH DUNRAAAP” “YEAH!”
Thumb, beard, Sharma’s hat, cocoa puffs in his box, wearing 6 t-shirts
Matt Connelly: “HEY” “My grandfather...” “My sinuses... ehhh!!” “It’s fantastic!” “G1 Baby!”
Mark Sands impersonation, vuvuzela, relatives
Steven Price: Are you serious???” “Get off my bed!” “GROSSAH!”, “I was there!”
Gimp, pop-tarts
STAFF
2CIT Eric Lesser: “Ok I’m going to bed” “Clean the bunk!!”
Twitter/traitor, fish in his bed, not coming back til 12
SC Ethan Ansel-Kelly: “Ben, Corey, you guys are kicked out of Gottlieb”
Beard, voltage, fishing, broken trunk, Zucker
SC Matthew Shivers: “Ba-BAM!” “Mmm whahedo?” “Zesty chickow” “What’d ya do...” “Hey
did you guys hear Scott got kicked out of Desert War?”
Blonde hair, 7 string tornado, the hand dance

2011
Immortals
A. Josephson
J. Cohen
E. Swartz
572

Timber
Z. Chason
M. Connelly
I. Finn
531

Color War 2011
Coach
Basketball

Waterpolo

Barrett Wilson

Matt Shivers

Jeff Bernstein

Roque Reyes

Officials

Kabir Moss
Isaac/Corey(book)

Jarrid McElligott
Ben Grosser
(board)

Danny Walsh

Ben Eggert
Dylan Doyle

Volleyball

Brion Rock

Eric Lesser

Bill Margolin

Josh Budimlija
Todd Zucker

Softball

Doug Spink

Josh Singer

Mike Jacobs

Jake Ryter
Shin Tsujimura

Soccer

Neil Sharma

Andrew DeMarco

Steve Lepler

Jonah Rappaport

Josue Seaone
Football

David Voshchin

Ian Solomon

Ryan Wilensky

Alex Hebert

Louis Shaevel

Jeremy Zucker

COLOR WAR DAILY RECAP 2011
By Ryan Wilensky
DAY 0
Color War started after lunch after Happy Birthday was sung to Roque Reyes. It honestly did
not go well as we hoped, as we were waiting for a big shot to be fired and it wasn’t loud enough,
which threw off the entire sequence of events. Oh well. Everyone was excited anyway. The
referee theme was the West End Computer.
As for the teams, it was the Blue Timber (Lumberjacks) vs. the White Immortals (Greek Gods).
The Blue Timber coaches were David Voshchin (HC), Brion Rock, Doug Spink, Neil Sharma,
Barrett Wilson, and Matt Shivers. The White Immortal coaches were Andrew DeMarco (HC),
Josh Singer, Ian Solomon, Jeff Bernstein, Eric Lesser, and Roque Reyes.
The Blue Timber's captains were Zach Chason, Matt Connelly, and Ian Finn.
The White Immortal captains were - Adam Josephson, Joey Cohen, and Evan Swartz.
Blue went 5-1 in the tugs to take a 37-17 advantage going into day one.
DAY 1
Day 1 was a strange day of Color War. White went 5-1 in the morning and Blue went 5-1 in the
afternoon, then White swept the night activities. Interesting notes.
-The Connelly twins in the Junior division battled in the Spelling Bee, one on one at the end with
Aidan prevailing.
-Matt Connelly had 5 goals in HS Waterpolo.
-Jacob Sigel had 5 goals in Junior Soccer.
-Jack Lesser had over 20 points in LS Hoops.
-Edward Friedman had 26 points for the White Seniors in hoops.
-Austin Ricker had 3 goals for the Blue Juniors in Soccer.
Score going into Day 2 was White 106, Blue 97
DAY 2
Domination by the White team, opening up a 78 point lead. White won 4-1-1 in the morning and
swept 6-0 in the afternoon. The best game of the day was Middle Senior Soccer. The Blue
Middle Seniors were up 1-0, but the game was tied on a Penalty Kick and they lost 4-3 in Penalty
kicks.
Blue did reclaim 20 points at night winning the Apache and 2 of 3 spelling bees.

DAY 3
Blue cut into the lead in the morning, then gave it back. They trailed by 78 after Track and
Swim day. Some dominating performances from Austin Ricker (Track), Juan Carlos Gonzales
(Track), Coby Mayhew (Swim), Jordan Goldberg (Swim), Dylan Nottingham (Swim), Luke
Shapiro (Track), Shawn Asuka (Track), and Jon Dunlap (Swim). Dunlap may just be the
greatest swimmer ever to attend West End. I do not think he lost a swim race in 3 years of Color
Wars.
The best individual performance was probably by Matt Leppo in the Middle Senior Distance
who definitely would have won the High Seniors and didn’t even really try on his way to double
lapping the 2nd place finisher. The High Senior Distance was tied with a lap to go, Jon Dunlap
vs. Danny Brack, and Brack sprinted the last lap to hold him off in a terrific race.
Day 4
It was decided in the morning to deviate from the schedule and try to get everything in because
of the heavy rain that looked definite on Monday (and it did pour for 2 straight days, so it was
worth it). So, we played sports in the morning, afternoon and Omelettes at night. The Blue
needed to go 4-2, 4-2 and sweep the Omelettes or 5-1, 5-1 and not sweep the Omelets to get back
into it since they were down 85.
Morning - White won Newcomb easily and Blue won in Softball and Soccer. In what was the
key to the Blue comeback, they were down 4-1 at halftime in Waterpolo and came back and won
5-4. Also, the previously non-winning Blue Middle Seniors dominated in Football with Bryce
Smith leading the way and the High Seniors won in Hoop by 13. There was Blue's 5-1 split that
it needed.
Afternoon - Blue clobbers in Junior Softball and White dominates in LS Waterpolo. This is
where it gets really interesting. Blue holds on for a 2-1 win in Intermediate Soccer and the
Middle Seniors win again in Hoop 70-53. That left 2 games remaining. High Senior Football
has to go down as the greatest CW game of all time. White scores early and goes up 7-0. Blue
scored in the 2nd quarter to tie it at 7-7. No scoring after that and we seemed destined for
Sudden Death overtime. Blue HS Nate Wright, who had chances to catch a couple TD passes
earlier in the game, redeemed himself in incredible fashion. Blue got the ball back at midfield
with 20 seconds left. They throw a Hail Mary that Nate Wright caught, but he was on the line in
the back of the end zone. With 8 seconds left, they try again, incomplete, 1 second left. And
with one second left, Zach Chason (MVP of the game) dropped back, bought some time and
threw another bomb to Nate Wright, who juggled it and CAUGHT IT AT THE BUZZER. Many
of the White High Seniors were in shock and did not deserve to lose this memorable game. Nate
Wright more than got his redemption. I think this game will be remembered forever. That left
Blue one game away from another 5-1 split. In Intermediate Newcomb, Blue won in the 3rd
game and ended up going 5-1 again and cuts the lead to 5.
On to the Omelettes... Blue chose to be home in the Junior game and lost it 7-2. On the last
chance to stay alive, Anthony Shea of Blue hit a deep bomb that was caught by Jordan Goldberg.
In the Senior game, it was tied at 4-4 and went to an extra inning. Extra innings in Omelette
games have each team chosing one player from each division to bat. The total bases for the 3

players determine the winner. Blue went first and went, single, single, single for 3 total bases.
White went single, single and DOUBLE by Adam Josephson for the dramatic 4-3 win in extra
innings.
It was a bizarre day of CW that had high emotions both ways. White was now up by 35 going
into Song Night.
Day 5
Song Night was well done by both teams. White won the Entrance. Blue won the song from the
seats in one of the coolest songs ever. They picked up their benches and stood them up as trees
and pretended to chop them down. Really cool. White won the skit as Eric Weiss, who played a
great Mark Sands last year, played a terrific me this year. White won the song from the floor and
Blue won the Alma Mater. The final score of Song Night was White102 Blue 98. It was judged
by Caleb Englander, Jared Auerbach and Josh Mendelsohn.
And the Final Score of COLOR WAR was White 572

Blue 531

Some highlights of this Color War:









Blue won 5/6 Tug of Wars
Of the six splits, most were lopsided,
o White went- 5-1, 4-1-1, 6-0.
o Blue went - 5-1, 5-1, 5-1
White swept the Omelette games
The splits for the six divisions went as follows
o High Senior – Blue 4-2
o Middle Senior – White 4-2
o Senior – Tied 3-3
o Low Seniors – White 4-2
o Intermediates – Blue 4-2
o Juniors – White 3-2-1
Blue Middle Seniors lost their first 4 games and won their last 2.
Blue Seniors were down 1-3 in games and ended up 3-3 in games.
In the best game of CW, the Blue High Seniors won their split with a Hail Mary at the buzzer in
Football.

Individual Highlights of this Color War:
 Jon Dunlap (HS) and Coby Mayhew (MS) won every Swim Race they were in. Dylan Nottingham
(LS) and Jordan Goldberg (Int) had 2 first places and a 2nd place.
 Matt Leppo dominated the MS Distance and probably would have won the HS one too.
 Austin Ricker (Jr), Juan Carlos Gonzales (Int) and Luke Shapiro (MS) won 3 events each in the Track
Meet and were on the winning relay team.
 Austin Dodes had 25 points in Intermediate Basketball. Jack Lesser, Edward Friedman, Bryce Smith
and Mark Karmiy also dominated their games.
 Matt Connelly scored 5 goals in HS Waterpolo.
 Anthony Shea hit the Wiffleball onto the roof of the 2’s on the 2nd try in the Apache Relay. Sam
Eggert nailed the Mystery Question in less than 2 minutes.
 Jacob Sigel scored 5 goals in Intermediate Soccer, as did Austin Ricker for the Blue Team.

High Senior (20)
White

Low Seniors (22)
Blue

White

Blue

Adam Josephson

Ben Robinson

1

Aaron Stone

Alex Romantz

Anthony LeBlanc

Ian Finn

2

Ben Burns

Anthony Shea

Austin Plachy

Jon Dunlap

3

Gabe Sands

Ari Natansohn

Danny Brack

Jordan Cohen

4

Jack Lesser

Dylan Nottingham

Eric Weiss

Mark Karmiy

5

Karl Hubbard

Frank Dawson

Evan Swartz

Matt Connelly

6

Leo Kotomori

Jack Donaldson

Ian Delaney

Mike Katzen

7

Mike Goroshko

Jake Yezerski

Joey Cohen

Nate Wright

8

Pascal Liang

Joey Tucker

Kris Williams

Peter Erickson

9

Walden Ng

Max Lustig

Sahil Desai

Zach Chason

10

Walter Thom

Sam Wong

11

Zach Miller

Vajra Spring

Middle Senior (22)
White

Intermediates (22)

Blue

White

Blue

Aaron Rappaport

Andrew Kern

1

Austin Dodes

Alex Joseph

Coby Tippett

Bryce Smith

2

Brady Buckman

Ben Keller

Craig Beberman

Cam DeLuca

3

Drew Seifer

David Wong

Jacob Stetson

Coby Mayhew

4

Evan Vale

Estophenberg A-Lara

Jake Coughlin

Dylan Ansel-Kelly

5

Houston Barenholtz

Gabe Leppo

Jason Feldman

Farid Mawanda

6

Jordan Goldberg

Jacob Sigel

Javaughn Edmonds

Luke Shapiro

7

Juan Carlos Gonzales

Joey LeBlanc

Kyle Siegler

Mitchell Lesser

8

Raymond Wu

Matt Noah

Matt Leppo

Noah Aspel

9

Sean Staples

Nik Aepfelbacher

Sam Eggert

Panharith Kong

10

Yasin Mohamud

Nik Severino

Tyler Smith

Steven Price

11

Zach Zysk

Will Kritzer

Seniors (22)
White

Juniors (22)
Blue

White

Blue

Brandon McCrory

Aaron Karasik

1

Aidan Connelly

Austin Ricker

Conor Hill

Dana Staples

2

Ben Kaplan

Ben Weiss

Derek Supino

Denicio Campozano

3

James Lee

Blake Masse

Isaac Hiller

Edward Friedman

4

Jeremy Freed

Brandon Buckman

Jack Meaney

Jalan Price

5

John McLaughlin

Cole Lepler

Jordan Leppo

James Dunlea

6

Jordan Colon

Joe Connelly

Kevin Wu

Jordan Chabot

7

Kaleb Decker

Kentony Chau

Matt Heim

Matt Fischer

8

Linden Tager

Nicholas Shea

Noah Mark

Matt Weisman

9

Max Brody

Nick Akerstein

Shawn Asuka

Victor Svedloff

10

Oudom Seang

Stuart Lustig

Yanni Stasinos

Wei Wei Wan

11

Sam Katz

Tristan Goroshko

Color War 2011 Schedule/Results
Day 0
Tennis and Archery
Tennis
Toshiba Tennis (2)
HP Tennis (2)
Compaq Tennis (2)
Dell Tennis (2)
Gateway Tennis (2)
Apple Tennis (2)

Winning Team
White
Blue
Blue
Blue
White
Blue

Score
8-4
8-1
8-2
8-0
8-2
8-1

Players
Max Brody + Jeremy Freed
Jacob Sigel + Will Kritzer
Alex Romantz + Anthony Shea
Edward Friedman + Jordan Chabot
Craig Beberman + Jason Feldman
Zach Chason + Ian Finn

Archery
Toshiba Archery (2)
HP Archery (2)
Compaq Archery (2)
Dell Archery (2)
Gateway Archery (2)
Apple Archery (2)

Winning Team
Blue
White
Blue
White
White
White

Score
12-4
5-0
13-5
8-4
9-1
22-2

Austin Ricker
Evan Vale
Vajra Spring
Yanni Stasinos
Sam Eggert
Adam Josephson

Evening Tugs
Toshiba Tugs (5)
HP Tugs (5)
Compaq Tugs (5)
Dell Tugs (5)
Gateway Tugs (5)
Apple Tugs (5)

Winning Team
Blue
Blue
Blue
White
Blue
Blue

Score after Day 0:

Blue: 37

Day 1
Morning Sports
Toshiba Kickball (10)
HP Soccer (10)
Compaq Basketball (10)
Dell Volleyball (10)
Gateway Waterpolo (10)
Apple Softball (10)
Rest Period
Afternoon Sports
Toshiba Soccer (10)
HP Kickball (10)
Compaq Volleyball (10)
Dell Basketball (10)
Gateway Softball (10)
Apple Waterpolo (10)

Player

Score
2-0
2-1
2-0
2-0
2-0
2-0
White: 17

Winning Team
White
Blue
White
White
White
White

Winning Team
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
White
Blue

Score
8-4 extra
10-0
60-50
3-0
3-2
13-11

Score
6-2
6-5
3-0
48-44
7-4
11-5

MVP
Sam Katz
Jacob Sigel
Jack Lesser
Yanni Stasinos
Jacob Stetson
Danny Brack

MVP
Austin Ricker
Jacob Sigel
Jack Donaldson
Edward Friedman
Kyle Siegler
Matt Connelly

Evening Activities
Toshiba Spelling Bee (5)
HP Spelling Bee (5)
Compaq Spelling Bee (5)
Senior Apache Relay (15)
Score after Day 1:

Winning Team
White
White
White
White

Blue: 97

MVP/Winning player
Aidan Connelly
Zach Zysk
Zach Miller
Sam Eggert (Mystery)

White: 106

(-1 swearing point)

Day 2
Morning Sports
Toshiba Relays (10)
HP Waterpolo (10)
Compaq Football (10)
Dell Softball (10)
Gateway Volleyball (10)
Apple Soccer (10)

Winning Team
Blue
White
White
White
White
Blue

Score
6-5
4-3
13-6
7-5
3-2
5-0

MVP
Brandon Buckman
Jordan Goldberg
Jack Lesser
Jack Meaney
Coby Tippett
Ian Finn

Afternoon Sports
Toshiba Waterpolo (10)
HP Basketball (10)
Compaq Softball (10)
Dell Football (10)
Gateway Soccer (10)
Apple Volleyball (10)

Winning Team
White
White
White
White
White
White

Score
6-0
64-28
4-2
21-14
1-1 (4-3 PK)
3-1

MVP
Max Brody
Austin Dodes
Jack Lesser
Yanni Stasinos
Coby Tippett
Adam Josephson

Evening Activities
Junior Apache Relay (15)
Dell Spelling Bee (5)
Gateway Spelling Bee (5)
Apple Spelling Bee (5)

Winning Team
Blue
White
Blue
Blue

MVP/Winning player
Anthony Shea (Wiffleball)
Kevin Wu
Coby Mayhew
Matt Connelly

Score after Day 2:

Blue: 137.454

White: 215.545

Day 3
Morning
Junior Track Meet (100)
Senior Swim Meet (100)

Blue
54.167
47.727

White
45.833
52.272

Afternoon
Junior Swim Meet (100)
Senior Track Meet (100)

Blue
48.485
45.833

White
51.515
54.167

Score after Day 3:

Blue: 333.666

White: 419.332

Individual Swim and Track Day Results (Day 3)
MORNING
Toshiba Track Results
Relay: Blue (Austin Ricker, Nick Shea, Brandon Buckman, Kentony Chau)
Dash: 1) Austin Ricker (B), 2) Jordan Colon (W), 3) Brandon Buckman (B)
Broad Jump: 1) Brandon Buckman (B), 2) Sam Katz (W), 3) Kentony Chau (B)
Softball Throw: 1) Austin Ricker (B), 2) Cole Lepler (B), 3) Max Brody (W)
Steeple Chase: 1) Austin Ricker (B), 2) Jeremy Freed (W), 3) Ben Kaplan (W), 4) Linden Tager (W)
Distance: 1) Brandon Buckman (B), 2) Sam Katz (W), 3) Jordan Colon (W), 4) Ben Weiss (B)
HP Track Results
Relay: White (Austin Dodes, Zack Zysk, Brady Buckman, Juan Carlos Gonzales)
Dash: 1) Juan Carlos Gonzales (W), 2) Jacob Sigel (B), 3) Joey LeBlanc (B)
Broad Jump: 1) Joey LeBlanc (B), 2) Zack Zysk (W), 3) Nik Aepfelbacher (B)
Softball Throw: 1) Juan Carlos Gonzales (W), 2) David Wong (B), 3) Jacob Sigel (B)
Steeple Chase: 1) Juan C. Gonzales (W), 2) Zack Zysk (W), 3) Evan Vale (W), 4) Brady Buckman (W)
Distance: 1) Will Kritzer (B), 2) Alex Joseph (B), 3) Joey LeBlanc (B), 4) Austin Dodes (W)
Compaq Track Results
Relay: White (Jack Lesser, Gabe Sands, Pascal Liang, Karl Hubbard)
Dash: 1) Karl Hubbard (W), 2) Sam Wong (B), 3) Pascal Liang (W)
Broad Jump: 1) Pascal Liang (W), 2) Jack Lesser (W), 3) Dylan Nottingham (B)
Softball Throw: 1) Anthony Shea (B), 2) Ari Natansohn (B), 3) Zach Miller (W)
Steeple Chase: 1) Dylan Nottingham (B), Jack Lesser (W), 3) Pascal Liang (W), 4) Alex Romantz (B)
Distance: 1) Jake Yezerski (B), 2) Ari Natansohn (B), 3) Aaron Stone (W), 4) Gabe Sands (W)
Dell Swim Results
Relay: White (Isaac Hiller, Noah Mark, Yanni Stasinos, Derek Supino)
Freestyle: 1) Noah Mark (W), 2) Yanni Stasinos (W), 3) Edward Friedman (B)
Backstroke: 1) Noah Mark (W), 2) Edward Friedman (B), 3) Isaac Hiller (W)
Underwater Swim: 1) Jack Meaney (W), 2) Yanni Stasinos (W), 3) Matt Weisman (B)
Distance: 1) Jack Meaney (W), Edward Friedman (B), 3) Matt Fischer (B), 4) Jordan Leppo (W)
Gateway Swim Results
Relay: Blue (Panharith Kong, Steven Price, Noah Aspel, Andrew Kern)
Freestyle: 1) Coby Mayhew (B), 2) Jacob Stetson (W), 3) Steven Price (B)
Backstroke: 1) Coby Mayhew (B), 2) Jacob Stetson (W), 3) Steven Price (B)
Underwater Swim: 1) Kyle Siegler (W), 2) Craig Beberman (W), 3) Luke Shapiro (B)
Distance: 1) Coby Mayhew (B), 2) Jacob Stetson (W), 3) Kyle Siegler (W), 4) Matt Leppo (W)
Apple Swim Results
Relay: Blue (Jordan Cohen, Ben Robinson, Nate Wright, Mark Karmiy)
Freestyle: 1) Jon Dunlap (B), 2) Sahil Desai (W), 3) Ian Delaney (W)
Backstroke: 1) Jon Dunlap (B), 2) Mike Katzen (B), 3) Eric Weiss (W)
Underwater Swim: 1) Sahil Desai (W), 2) Mike Katzen (B), 3) Ian Finn (B)
Distance: 1) Jon Dunlap (B), 2) Sahil Desai (W), 3) Ian Delaney (W) 4) Mike Katzen (B)

AFTERNOON
Toshiba Swim Results
Relay: White (Kaleb Decker, Ben Kaplan, Aidan Connelly, Sam Katz)
Freestyle: 1) Max Brody (W), 2) Ben Kaplan (W), 3) Austin Ricker (B)
Backstroke: 1) Aidan Connelly (W), 2) Ben Kaplan (W), 3) Austin Ricker (B)
Breath Holding: 1) Aidan Connelly (W), 2) Brady Buckman (B), 3) Sam Katz (W)
Distance: 1) Austin Ricker (B), 2) Max Brody (W), 3) John McLaughlin (W), 4) James Lee (W)
HP Swim Results
Relay: Blue (Jordan Goldberg, David Wong, Ben Keller, Houston Barenholtz)
Freestyle: 1) David Wong (B), 2) Jordan Goldberg (W), 3) Will Kritzer (B)
Backstroke: 1) Jordan Goldberg (W), 2) David Wong (B), 3) Will Kritzer (B)
Underwater Swim: 1) Alex Joseph (B), 2) Gabe Leppo (B), 3) Drew Seifer (W)
Distance: 1) Jordan Goldberg (W), 2) David Wong (B), 3) Ben Keller (B) 4) Houston Barenholtz (W)
Compaq Swim Results
Relay: White (Jack Lesser, Walter Thom, Zach Miller, Ben Burns)
Freestyle: 1) Dylan Nottingham (B), 2) Pascal Liang (W), 3) Walden Ng (W)
Backstroke: 1) Pascal Liang (W), 2) Dylan Nottingham (B), 3) Sam Wong (B)
Underwater Swim: 1) Walden Ng (W), 2) Jack Donaldson (B), 3) Ben Burns (W)
Distance: 1) Dylan Nottingham (B), 2) Pascal Liang (W), 3) Sam Wong (B), Walden Ng (W)
Dell Track Results
Relay: White (Conor Hill, Matt Heim, Shawn Asuka, Yanni Stasinos)
Dash: 1) Shawn Asuka (W), 2) Conor Hill (W), 3) Dana Staples (B)
Broad Jump: 1) Shawn Asuka (W), 2) Edward Friedman (B), 3) Dana Staples (B)
Softball Throw: 1) Jordan Chabot (B), 2) Matt Heim (W), 3) Derek Supino (W)
Steeple Chase: 1) Yanni Stasinos (W), 2) Victor Svedloff (B) 3) Edward Friedman (B) 4) Isaac Hiller (W)
Distance: 1) Matt Heim (W), 2) Jack Meaney (W), 3) Denicio Campozano (B), 4) Conor Hill (W)
Gateway Track Results
Relay: Blue (Steven Price, Luke Shapiro, Bryce Smith, Coby Mayhew)
Dash: 1) Luke Shapiro (B), 2) Mitchell Lesser (B), 3) Tyler Smith (W)
Broad Jump: 1) Luke Shapiro (B), 2) Tyler Smith (W), 3) Jacob Stetson (W)
Softball Throw: 1) Kyle Siegler (W), 2) Andrew Kern (B), 3) Coby Tippett (W)
Steeple Chase: 1) Luke Shapiro (B), 2) Coby Tippett (W), 3) Bryce Smith (B), 4) Kyle Siegler (W)
Distance: 1) Matt Leppo (W), 2) Mitchell Lesser (B), 3) Craig Beberman (W), 4) Panharith Kong (W)
Apple Track Results
Relay: Blue (Zach Chason, Ian Finn, Jordan Cohen, Peter Erickson)
Dash: 1) Peter Erickson (B), 2) Kris Williams (W), 3) Anthony LeBlanc (W)
Broad Jump: 1) Eric Weiss (W), 2) Kris Williams (W), 3) Peter Erickson (B)
Softball Throw: 1) Nate Wright (B), 2) Matt Connelly (B), 3) Adam Josephson (W)
Steeple Chase: 1) Anthony LeBlanc (W), 2) Eric Weiss (W), 3) Peter Erickson (B), 4) Nate Wright (B)
Distance: 1) Danny Brack (W), 2) Jon Dunlap (B), 3) Zach Chason (B), 4) Austin Plachy (W)

Day 4
Morning Sports
Toshiba Newcomb (10)
HP Softball (10)
Compaq Soccer (10)
Dell Waterpolo (10)
Gateway Football (10)
Apple Basketball (10)

Winning Team
White
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue

Score
2-0
9-7
7-3
5-4
34-0
76-63

MVP
Max Brody
Jacob Sigel
Dylan Nottingham
Edward Friedman
Bryce Smith
Mark Karmiy

Winning Team
Blue
Blue
White
Blue
Blue
Blue

Score
6-0
2-1
9-4
2-1
70-53
13-7

Cole Lepler
Gabe Leppo
Jack Lesser
James Dunlea
Bryce Smith
Zach Chason

Rest Period
Afternoon Sports
Toshiba Softball (10)
HP Newcomb (10)
Compaq Waterpolo (10)
Dell Soccer (10)
Gateway Basketball (10)
Apple Football (10)

MVP

Evening
Afternoon
Junior Omelet Game (15)
Senior Omelet Game (15)

Winning Team
White
White

Score after Day 4:

Score
7-2
4-4 (4-3 bases in extra inn.)

Blue: 433.666

White: 469.332

Day 5
Morning
Song Night Practice
Afternoon
Song Night Practice
Score Going into Song Night: Blue: 433.666
Song Night
Entrance (40 Points)
Song from the Seats (30 Points)
Skit (50 Points)
Song from the Floor (30 Points)
Alma Mater (50 Points)
Final Score of Song Night

White: 469.332

Blue
17.83
16.83
23
14.33
25.67
97.66

FINAL SCORE OF COLOR WAR:

White
22.17
13.17
27
15.67
24.33
102.34

Blue

531

White 572

MVP
Jack Lesser
Adam Josephson

BLUE TIMBER SONG SHEET
ET- Katy Perry ft Kanye West

Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous- Good Charlotte

(solo)

Never thought that it would be
But it’s true and we all see
The whole white team they want sympathy

Blue, team, devastating
Could we be the greatest?
Not even a question
Our, skills, mesmerizing
On the field they tryin’
But we leave them cryin’
White, team, they’re afraid
We’re not like the others
Setting a new standard
Different, way we play
They don’t understand us
We’re from the heart of the wild
Timber the white falls
The blue beat the white
We were ready for war
and we now won the fight

All they do is whine and moan
As timber takes the throne
White gone down like a fallin’ tree
Can’t wait to see it in a week
After white team has been beat
A blue plaque with timber on top
You know they’ve spend a day or two
Wishing that they could be on blue
We watch them stumble and they fall
They will fall...
(Fall - like - tim - ber)

Killing, white immortals
Hangin’ up a blue plaque
Playing hard with passion

Welcome, to the land of the timber
White want’s to surrender
Want’s to surrender
If winning is such a problem
They should stop trying
And should stop crying

Chopping, down all we see
White team is the victim
Timber’s celebration

Well did you know white team didn’t ever learn their songs
And they’re coaches didn’t know that they were always wrong
Omelet games, track and swim, tug-of-war we won them all

White, so embarrassing
They, got no chance to win
This, war goes to the blue
No--thing that white can do

And did you know all of white teams outta wack
Bill and Steve wouldn’t even wanna take them back
White is trying not to be the rejects of west end
(chorus)

Straight from, the wilderness
White team feels our powers
Stun them with our players
Your team, is tragic
Blue’s creating magic
(Pre-chorus and chorus)
(Solo)
(Chorus)

Welcome, to the land of the timber
White want’s to surrender
Want’s to surrender
If winning is such a problem
They should stop trying
And should stop crying
Welcome, to the land of the timber
We'll take all points, song night, and splits

Just stop complaining
Welcome, to the land of the timber
Welcome, to the land of the timber

Edge of Glory - Lady Gaga

Cheer Medley

There ain’t no reason that the blue team should fall down
Tonight we’re winning (x2)
We got a reason that we’re gonna take the war tonight.

All we do is win, win, win no matter what
Immortals on our mind, we will always beat them up
And when it is official that we beat them
We will hang our blue plaque up.
Let it stay there! (x3)
We beat white team down.
Cause all we do is win, win, win.
They know this is the end, let us hang our plaque up.
Let it stay there!

We are the team that comes and fights until we’re done
Tonight we’re winning (x2)
Top of the plaque is where we know we all belong tonight.
Out of the woods we rush, our team is dangerous.
Immortals have no clue, they will lose to blue
We are the best team of the two.
Remember Timber’s story, when you look up and see the plaque is
blue
Remember Timber’s story, and we’ll win by way more points than the
Krewe
We won the war
The war (x6)
This is our war, victory
And there’s nothing else that white team can do
White will remember blue.
Another win before we go back to the wild
Tonight we’re winning (x2)
We’re on the edge of winning something we call war tonight.
(Alright!, Alright!)
You should go hide cause we’ll be dancing with our saws
Tonight we’re winning (x2)
We will not stop till everybody knows we won tonight.
(Alright!, Alright!)
(Chorus)

Save your breath and get down with blue
White songs about victory are untrue.
There’s nothing else to say
This war will go to the blue easily.
This war has been such a catastrophe.
Beating white, beating white, our victory.
Blue known, around the, whole galaxy.
Blue shows up and the white team flee
Beating white, beating white, our victory.
Blue team winning, blue team illing.
We are Timber and we came to win it
Came to win it, came to win it
We are Timber, and we came to win it.
All eyes on blue, cause we don’t quit.
No question that this team’s winning.
Don’t hate blue cause we’re beating you (x2).
White Immortals had a bad day
It’s not our fault that you can’t play.
Don’t hate blue cause we’re beating you (x2).
No matter what the white tries, find them with a loss
Know we’re gonna win it, as soon as our two paths cross
Never thought that we’d have such ease
We got the white team just crying please (stop, hey)
The white team has such lacking coaching,
and that just ain’t our style.
Blue couldn’t get better,
This will be the best war ever.

Landslide -- Fleetwood Mac

Seven Nation Army - The White Stripes

Rev-Of-Ev- KiD CuDi

Looked at the sky, then looked back down
Walked to our cabins, walked back around
And we saw our reflections as we looked into
long pond
Wish we could stay year round

We’re gonna beat em’ up
A seven nation army couldn’t hold us back
We’re gonna rip it up
Taking our time stomping on their backs

for white, this wars been tough
we’ve held them down, crushed their
souls too much
for blue, they cannot find a solution
a blue plaque will be the wars conclusion

Oh, driving to the place
We all love
Wish the feeling of camp, could rise above
Can we stay up at west end, never go?
Can we come in the winter, in the snow?
Well we've been afraid of leaving
It was the best time of our lives
But the friendships we’ve made
And the fun times we’ve all shared
Camp’s bigger than white or blue
(Camp’s bigger than white or blue)

We, played our games, never frowned
We, hear the lake making peaceful sounds
And when we think of the moments, that
made us love west end
We’ll wish we could stay year round

And timber’s on the warpath tonight
we’re ax men till the end
Fighting white with our heart
our spirit will not end
And the message that we’re sending to white
says you just got owned
They’re gonna hear about it
every old timer’s got a story to tell
they wanna know about it
timbers sending white team to the hands of
hell
and if we catch the white coming our way
we’ve got some winning to do
that ain’t what white wants to hear
but that’s what we’ll do

go blue gooo! (x4)
timber, we’ve scored so much
we are the team that’s too good to touch
for blue they cannot find a solution
a blue plaque will be the wars conclusion
go blue gooo! (x4)
timbers better, much better, and we like
it, hey (repeat)
this is our day today,
what else is there to say?
white team it is ok
white team you’ll be ok
go blue gooo! (x4)

and the feelin’ coming from their bones says
go on home

Well we've been afraid of leaving
It was the best time of our lives
But the friendships we’ve made
And the fun times we’ve all shared
Camp’s bigger than white or blue repeat

we came to west end house
timbermen jacking up the score
we’re gonna make them work
make the sweat drip out of every pore

And if you see our reflections as we look into
long pond
We wish we could stay year round
Always wish we could stay year round

and they’re bleeding x3
on this rec hall floor
all our words are gonna cut their team
until we sing no more
and the tears rolling down their face
tell them go back home

let go, this is our year,
no need to stress, we know you’re full of
fear
for blue they cannot find a solution,
a blue plaque will be the wars conclusion

WAVIN’ FLAG – K’NAAN

Higher – TAIO CRUZ

White is winning, we’re on fire
Give blue reason, to retire
Feel the tension, on the fields now
White Immortals, make the blue bow

Now white team’s got the blue team on the run
Beating them so bad it isn’t fun
The timber cannot handle the attack
White’s coming for the top spot on the plaque

In the fields we, won position
Timber loses, all ambition
Celebration, it surrounds White
Every day now, bringing more fight
Singing forever young
You know the white team is having fun
Blue can’t handle the fight
And together at the end of the night
We all say
We are Immortals
Our team is stronger, blue can’t defeat us
Can’t stop the white attack
So raise a white plaque
Raise a white plaque
Raise a white plaque
OOH (2X)
Singing forever young
Ya know the white team is having fun
Blue can’t handle the fight
And together at the end of the night
CHORUS

Cause we can’t get enough, we can’t get enough
Blue can’t handle the heat
We can’t get enough, we can’t get enough
White team cannot be beat
Each win takes us higher, higher, higher over blue
(x2)
Immortals now are win-ning all the sports
Dominating on the fields and in the courts
Their coaches only look on in despair
By now the runners know it isn’t fair

CHORUS
(SOLO) This war has got me goin higher
I feel like I can touch the skyy
each win takes us higher, higher, higher over blue (x2)

Erase Me – KID CUDI
They say the blue team runs us
They’re so damn good
They say we have no chance, anymore
We think they’re jealous, deep down they know it’s true
We’re here to E-rase blue
A couple games no talking
they see the white team
And we just keep win-ning
We say,
We keep on running, keep on running all o-ver blue
They don’t know what to do, no
We keep on winning, keep on winning e-very game
The blue they know they’re through
It’s like we’re their new nightmare
They ain’t escaping
It makes us feel com-plete
Knowing the team they love just can’t hang with white
Memories of blue de-lete
A couple games no talking
They see the white team
And we just keep win-ning
They wish they could start over
They have no chance now
But we just keep singing
CHORUS x2

TEENAGE DREAM – KATY PERRY
Timber is falling,
They don’t know what’s going on
We got ‘em running
Immortals are coming strong
I know you get me,
the timber is falling down, falling down
Before blue met us, they were all right,
but things got kinda heavy,
We took out their life
Now every chance we get to,
We beat ‘em down all the time, all the time
Let’s go all the way tonight,
The white team, on top
White will win, timber will cry
You and I, will be white forever
Blue makes me, feel like well never die,
Immortal, the way we beat them down
They can’t sleep
They know that well never turn back well never turn
back
There heart stops, when they think of white
Immortals, blue can see the light
This is real
They have no chance don’t ever look back don’t ever
look back
We drove the blue out,
now the white reign begins
The blue is weeping; white will condemn their sins
Finally beat blue, not missing anything, anything
CHORUS

Home – FOO FIGHTERS

CHEER MEDLEY

Wish I were at camp
But I couldn’t stay
Dreaming of West End
To fill up the day
Friends for tomorrow
Friends for today

Blue’s about to lose their mind
They’ve been down for so long
We think they’re out of time
Call blue a doctor X3
Doctor
To bring them back to life

All I know
Is this is home

Boom, here comes the WHITE
Ready or not, gonna beat you with a fight white
fightx3

Stare onto Long Pond
It looks the same
We found our shelter
From cold and the rain
Live life at West End
We’ll never complain
CHORUS
Breathe in the camp air
A smile on your face
All of these moments
I’ll never replace
No fear in my heart
Just love to replace
CHORUS
People we’ve loved,
I have no regrets
See them at West End,
You’ll never forget
We’ll remain brothers
Long Past we’re dead
CHORUS

I throw my hands up in the air sometimes
Saying let’s go, white immortal
We’re gonna celebrate our win tonight
Sayin hey-o, blue just let go
Cause we beat blue once
We can beat blue twice
We will light blue up
Yellin smite white smite x2
And
Whites happy, we’re feeling glad
Got color war in the bag
Blue’s useless, and they were wrong
The white team keeps rolling on x2
White immortals in the house tonight
You know the white teams gonna have a good time
We gonna beat the blue that’s right
You know the white teams gonna have a good time x2

We are gonna win it, Tonight

HOUSE SONG

The West End House Camp song we sing today was composed by Al Sherman
around 1946; it was first heard at a West End House Show & Dance at the Statler
Ballroom in Boston.
Hundreds of hearts that beat as one
Grateful for all the House has done
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.

James J. Storrow will always live
Our support we will always give
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.

When you’re one of the boys
You’re always one of the boys
And here’s one thing you’ll do –
You’ll always go through
You’ll always go through
You’ll always go through . . . . .

James J. Storrow will always live
Our support we will always give
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.

